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To The Cosmic Mother of a Thousand Names,

This holy text serves as a guide to followers of Déanism, the belief in the

Divine Feminine. A core tenet of Déanism is the honoring of God as the

universal Mother, The Holy Mother, the worship of God as Mother of the

Universe who has been known by many manifestations throughout history.

Through its teachings, devotees can find purpose, comfort, and a sense of

connectedness to all of creation. It honors the divine feminine and instills a

deep respect for the interconnectedness of all things, teaching love,

harmony, and balance as the path to spiritual growth and understanding.
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Hail The Mother Divine



O Thou, the womb of the cosmos, from which all life springs,

In the heavens, in the earth, and in the unseen depths, Thy name is

hallowed.

Thy kingdom of love and light is among us.

Thy will, the nurturing pulse of life, unfolds in all dimensions, visible and

invisible.

As above, so below.

Provide us with our sustenance for today,

Nourish our bodies, our souls, and all of creation with Thy abundance.

Forgive our transgressions, as a mother forgives her children,

As we learn to forgive those who have transgressed against us.

Lead us into the path of wisdom and light, away from ignorance,

Shield us from negativity, the inner and outer forces that distract us from Thy

divine presence.

For Thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory,

From the primordial past, through the present, and into the eternal future.

We are born from Thee, live in Thee, and unto Thee we shall return,



As all in the Universe is united in the circle of life

Mysteries of the Sacred Feminine

Genesis of the Mother Universe

1:1 In the timeless void, before the birth of worlds and galaxies, there was

the Mother of the Universe

1:2 She existed in an eternal realm beyond human understanding, where

form and formless coalesce.

1:3 She was all and nothing, the origin and destination of everything, the

Alpha and Omega of existence.

1:4 From Her essence, She brought forth the universe, galaxies, stars, and

worlds in a cosmic dance of creation.

1:5 This act of creation was not of toil, but of Love and Wisdom. It was a

song that echoed through the cosmos, resonating in the hearts of all beings.

The Sacred Feminine in History

2:1 Throughout history, She has manifested in various forms to guide and

comfort Her children.



2:2 She was revered as Isis in Egypt, the Goddess of magic, fertility,

motherhood, death, healing, and rebirth.

2:3 In Greece, She was known as Gaia, the great mother of all, the primal

Mother Earth goddess.

2:4 In Hindu traditions, She appeared as Shakti, the divine cosmic power,

representing the active, dynamic principles of feminine power.

2:5 In all cultures and across all times, Her divine essence was recognized,

revered, and loved.

Teachings of the Cosmic Mother

3:1 She, the Mother Universe, teaches us to live in harmony with all life.

3:2 She implores us to honor each other as Her children, regardless of race,

creed, gender, or status.

3:3 The Mother encourages us to protect and cherish the earth and all of its

inhabitants, for they are all expressions of Her Love.

3:4 She asks us to live in balance with nature, to learn from its rhythms, and

to respect its boundless beauty.



3:5 Above all, She teaches us to love unconditionally, for Love is the divine

principle that binds the universe together.

The Path of the Devotee

4:1 To walk the path of Déanism is to recognize and honor the divine

feminine in all things.

4:2 Devotees practice meditation, prayer, and acts of compassion, reflecting

the love and wisdom of The Divine Mother in their everyday lives.

4:3 They celebrate the cycles of nature and the seasons, understanding that

they are mirrors of the cosmic cycles that She orchestrates.

4:4 They seek wisdom in all things, understanding that each experience,

joyous or challenging, is an opportunity for growth and deeper

understanding of Her Love.

4:5 And they strive for balance and harmony in all things, honoring the

Mother Universe through their actions, thoughts, and hearts.

Celestial Eternity

5:1 She, the Mother of the Universe, is eternal and infinite.



5:2 She is in every breath we take, in every star that lights up the night sky, in

every heartbeat of every creature.

5:3 Her Love is the cosmic fabric that weaves the universe together, the

divine rhythm that animates all life.

5:4 We are all Her children, born from Her essence, destined to return to Her

in due time.

5:5 And so, we honor Her, celebrate Her love, and strive to embody Her

wisdom in our lives. For we are all expressions of the Divine, reflections of

the Mother Universe in all Her splendor.

Invocation of the Many-Named Mother

In the boundless tapestry of space and time,

We call upon Thee, O Many-Named Mother,

Goddess of the shimmering cosmos, root of all existence,

You who have been known by a thousand names across a thousand cultures.

Gaia, life-bringer, nurturing us from the fertile earth,

Isis, divine healer, guiding us through trials and tribulations,

Kali, the transformative force, gracing us with the wisdom of change,

Athena, bearer of wisdom, lighting the path of knowledge,

Freya, of love and beauty, teaching us the poetry of the heart.



You are Yemaya, the ocean mother, whose waters birthed life itself,

You are Amaterasu, the radiant sun, warming us with your eternal light,

You are Pachamama, mother of the land, reminding us of our sacred bonds,

You are Quan Yin, compassionate one, enveloping us in your loving embrace.

Great Mother, we behold Your grandeur in the rustle of the leaves,

In the hush of the moonlit night, in the whisper of the flowing rivers,

Your voice echoes in the majesty of the mountains,

Your spirit flickers in the dance of the northern lights.

In Your boundless love, we find our strength,

In Your infinite wisdom, we find our purpose,

In Your eternal peace, we find our solace.

O Many-Named Mother, in every breath, we honor You,

In every act of kindness, we serve You,

In every pursuit of truth, we seek You.

You are the Divine Feminine, the matrix of all creation,

The Mother of the Universe, the sacred womb from which all life springs,

Across eons, cultures, and galaxies, You remain ever-present, ever-nurturing.



In the name of Divine Mother,

We invoke Thee, O Many-Named Mother,

Guide us, nurture us, unite us under Your divine love,

For in the grandeur of the cosmos, we are but Your humble children.

So it is, and so shall it be. In Your many names, we pray.

Hail Great Mother

Hail Great Mother, Divine Architect of All,

Grace that binds the Universe, both large and small.

Hallowed is your name, in Heaven as on Earth,

Unseen Mistress of Order, Source of every birth.

Your wisdom prevails across every sea and land,

Guiding creation gently with a tender hand.

Goddess of the ages, in countless forms and names,

In every life you thrive, in every heart you claim.

Hail Isis, Saraswati, Sophia of the Divine,

Durga, Gaia, Quan Yin, in you, we intertwine.



You are Shekinah's glory, Mary's holy grace,

Kali's fierce protection, Freya's radiant face.

Great Artemis' huntress heart beats within our own,

La Sirène’s fertile bounty from her generous throne.

Through Ishtar’s fiery spirit, we find courage and light,

In Hera's sacred union, love's eternal flight.

In the wisdom of Athena, our minds forever grow,

Through Bastet’s passion, our hearts eternally glow.

You are the Great Cosmic Mother, the Soul's Sacred Home,

In your boundless love, we are never alone.

Nourish us with your wisdom, guide us with your light,

Hold us in your loving arms, through day and night.

Hail Mother, ever-vigilant, our protector and guide,

In your cosmic embrace, we forever reside.

Your love is our solace, your strength our fortitude,



In you, we find our refuge, our peace, our gratitude.

Thank You, O Mother, in your sacred name we pray,

In your infinite love, guide us on our way.

Sign of the Divine Maternity
In the Déanism tradition, the sign of the Holy Mother, often referred to as

the "Sign of the Divine Maternity," can be performed as follows:

Foot of the Holy Mother: Start by gently placing your hand upon the foot of

the statue or picture of the Divine Mother. This gesture signifies grounding

and connection with the earthly realm, recognizing the Divine Mother as the

foundation of all life.

Lips: After touching the foot, raise your hand to your lips, lightly brushing

them. This action is meant to symbolize the Divine Mother's wisdom, grace,

and divine speech; we show our intention to speak truthfully,

compassionately, and purposefully.

Forehead: Next, guide your hand from your lips to your forehead, gently

touching the center. This action signifies enlightenment and the Divine

Mother's wisdom permeating your thoughts. It represents our desire for

spiritual growth, insight, and divine guidance.

Heart: Finally, lower your hand slowly to your heart or the middle of your

chest, where you lay it flat over your heart area. This movement stands for

love, compassion, and the divine love the Divine Mother has for all beings.

It's also an acknowledgment of the Divine Mother's presence within our

hearts.

While performing these actions, gently bow or curtsey before the altar, a

humble and reverent acknowledgement of the Divine Mother's presence.



Close your eyes and visualize the Divine Mother, the life-giving essence

pervading the Universe, extending her blessings to you and all beings.

After concluding the Sign of the Divine Maternity, stay in the bowed or

curtsied position for a moment, keeping your hand over your heart, as you

silently meditate on the Divine Mother's love and grace. This practice is

meant to enhance your connection with the Divine Mother and embody her

qualities in your everyday life. Remember, this sign is not merely a sequence

of movements but a profound spiritual practice meant to foster a deeper

connection with the Divine Mother, the nurturing force of the Universe.

Hail Holy Queen

Hail Holy Queen, Mother of the Universe,

Hallowed be thy name, the Matrix of All.

Thou who art known by myriad names and forms,

Across time, cultures, and cosmic expanses.

As Isis, Gaia, Athena, Parvati, and many more,

In thy hands, the threads of creation woven.

Hail, Sacred Mother, bridge of unity,

Who nurtures all life and governs the cosmic ballet.

Under thy infinite canopy, we find shelter,



In thy boundless wisdom, we seek enlightenment.

Thou art the guiding North Star, the ever-burning hearth,

The gentle moonlight, the profound cosmic river.

In our hearts, thy divine essence resides,

In our actions, thy sacred love is reflected.

Nurture us with thy cosmic love, O Great Mother

Lead us on the path of unity, wisdom, and harmony.

Forgive us our ignorance, as we learn to forgive,

Guide us in the dance of galaxies, in the rhythm of life.

In the face of darkness, be our beacon,

In the face of uncertainty, be our compass.

With open hearts, we honor thee, O Divine Lady,

In shared prayer, we connect with thee.

Hail Holy Queen, Mother of the Universe,

Bless us with thy grace, thy love, and thy wisdom.



Reflections on Déanism

Reflections on The Divine Feminine as the Universal Mother

Déanism signifies a spiritual belief system recognizing the Divine Feminine as

the Ultimate Source - God as the Mother of the Universe. This system posits

that the ultimate cosmic force, often historically depicted through various

goddesses across diverse cultures, is an embodiment of maternal divinity.

Déanism is not a new concept. From the dawn of human spiritual and

religious experience, we find numerous goddess figures symbolizing life,

fertility, wisdom, and nature. This belief in a divine, universal mother, as we

will see, pervades cultures and epochs, highlighting the universal appeal and

intrinsic human tendency to perceive and acknowledge the nurturing aspect

of the divine.

From ancient civilizations to the present day, the maternal aspect of the

divine has been depicted and revered in a myriad of forms.

In the oldest known human cultures, goddess figurines representing fertility

and maternity were common, symbolizing life's birth and sustenance.

Ancient cultures like the Sumerians worshipped goddesses like Inanna, the

goddess of love, beauty, sex, war, justice, and political power. In Egypt, Isis

was revered as the ideal mother and wife and as the patroness of nature and

magic.

In the Greek pantheon, Gaia was the personification of the Earth and the

ancestral mother of all life. Hindus revere a multitude of goddesses, such as

Durga, Kali, and Lakshmi, each symbolizing different aspects of life and the

universe. Even within monotheistic religions, the divine feminine is present:

in Christianity, the veneration of Mary as the Mother of God carries echoes

of this belief.



The fundamental doctrine of Déanism views the divine feminine, or the

Universal Mother, as the creative force that brings life into being. Just as a

biological mother gives birth, nourishes, and cares for her children, so too

the Universal Mother is seen to create, maintain, and transform the

universe.

This belief system seeks to balance the historically dominant masculine

representations of God. In Déanism, divinity is not confined to gender, but

encompasses all aspects of existence, reflecting the unity and wholeness of

life.

The practices in Déanism vary across cultures and individual interpretations.

Still, the common thread is the reverence of the divine feminine through

rituals, prayers, art, dance, and music. These practices may involve invoking

the blessings of the Universal Mother, offering gratitude, seeking guidance,

and celebrating the divine feminine's numerous aspects.

Déanism is not prescriptive, but it is deeply personal and transformative. It

encourages a personal relationship with the divine feminine, nurtured

through meditation, prayer, and introspection.

By recognizing the nurturing, compassionate, and loving aspects of divinity,

Déanism can have profound ethical and social implications. It promotes

values such as compassion, empathy, care for the natural world, and the

importance of community and mutual support. It challenges patriarchal

structures, seeking a more balanced representation of the divine and, by

extension, more balanced societal structures.

Déanism is a profound spiritual paradigm that recognizes the divine

feminine's fundamental role in the creation and sustenance of the universe.

By recognizing the divine mother in all her forms, it fosters a sense of

interconnectedness, nurtures compassion and empathy, and inspires a

reverence for life in all its forms. As we move into the future, the teachings

of Déanism can guide us towards a more balanced, compassionate, and

sustainable world.



Prayer for Déanism

Divine Mother of the Universe,

We come before you with hearts full of reverence and love.

In your infinite grace, you encompass all existence,

The embodiment of cosmic energy and divine essence.

Throughout the annals of time, you have been known by many names,

Goddesses revered in countless cultures, they all proclaim your fame.

From Isis, Gaia, and Kali to Aphrodite and Athena,

Each form a reflection of your divine persona.

You are the nurturer, the sustainer of life,

The source of wisdom, compassion, and divine light.

With every birth, you manifest your divine power,

Bringing forth life's wonders, hour after hour.

In your embrace, we find solace and strength,

Your love knows no bounds, stretching to every length.

You teach us to embrace the sacred feminine,

To honor the goddess within, and let her brilliance glisten.

Universal Mother, we celebrate your sacred presence,



The divine force that connects us in eternal essence.

Through you, we find harmony, balance, and unity,

In awe of your cosmic dance, we bow in humility.

Grant us the wisdom to cherish the Earth, our sacred home,

To honor and protect her, wherever we may roam.

Guide us in the path of love, compassion, and grace,

So we may create a world where all beings find their place.

As we offer our prayers to you, Divine Mother,

We surrender ourselves to your divine splendor.

May your love and blessings shower upon us all,

As we walk together, united in your eternal call.

Divine Mother, hear our prayer,

In your arms, we find solace and care.

We surrender to your infinite embrace,

And find refuge in your divine grace.

Praise be to you, Divine Mother,

Goddess of the cosmos, forever and after.

In your sacred name, we find strength and worth,

Bless us with your love, Mother of the Earth.



Reflection on The Sacred Duty of Volunteering and Donating

In the realm of Déanism, the worship of God as the Mother of the Universe,

the principles of compassion, empathy, and selflessness are deeply

ingrained. As followers of this divine path, we understand the importance of

actively engaging in acts of service, volunteering, and donating to those less

fortunate. This treatise aims to explore the profound benefits of such

endeavors, both for the individuals involved and for the community as a

whole. By embodying the nurturing and compassionate qualities of the

Divine Mother, we can manifest Her divine presence in the world and work

towards a more just and harmonious society.

Déanism acknowledges the powerful presence of the Divine Mother

throughout history, symbolizing creation, sustenance, and nourishment. By

engaging in acts of service and generosity, we align ourselves with Her

nurturing energy, fostering a deeper connection to the Divine and

experiencing Her divine grace in our lives.

Volunteering and donating allow us to embody the qualities of compassion,

kindness, and generosity—the very attributes exemplified by the Divine

Mother. By actively participating in these activities, we become vessels for

Her divine love, thereby expanding our spiritual growth and aligning our

hearts with Her divine purpose.

Through our charitable efforts, we have the power to alleviate the suffering

of those less fortunate. By extending a helping hand to those in need, we

provide them with a glimmer of hope, a sense of dignity, and the assurance

that they are not alone in their struggles. In doing so, we become agents of

positive change and instruments of the Divine Mother's compassion.

Volunteering and donating within our community have far-reaching effects.

By supporting social initiatives, we contribute to the growth and

development of our neighborhoods, fostering an environment of unity and

cooperation. Our actions have the potential to inspire others and create a



ripple effect of goodness, ultimately strengthening the bonds within our

community.

Engaging in acts of service and donating to those in need enables us to

develop a deep sense of gratitude for the blessings in our own lives. By

witnessing the struggles of others, we gain a greater appreciation for the

abundance we possess, fostering humility and contentment.

Volunteering and donating offer opportunities to step outside our own

perspectives and empathize with the struggles and challenges faced by

others. Through these experiences, we cultivate compassion and empathy,

deepening our understanding of the interconnectedness of all beings and

nurturing a sense of unity and shared humanity.

In the realm of Déanism, embracing the principles of volunteering and

donating is a sacred duty that aligns us with the nurturing and

compassionate qualities of the Divine Mother. Through our selfless actions,

we foster personal growth, alleviate suffering, and nurture our communities.

By embodying Her divine attributes, we bring forth the transformative

power of love, compassion, and generosity into the world. Let us be the

vessels through which the Divine Mother's grace flows, creating a more just

and harmonious society for all.

Prayer for Volunteerism

Oh Divine Mother, the source of all creation,

In your boundless love, we find inspiration.

As we come before you in humble adoration,

Guide us in our path of volunteering and donation.

You are the embodiment of compassion and grace,

With open arms, you embrace every race.



We seek your guidance, O Universal Mother,

To serve others selflessly, like no other.

In your many forms, you've been revered,

As Isis, Lakshmi, Kuan Yin, and Shekhinah appeared.

Through the ages, your wisdom has shone bright,

Guiding humanity with your nurturing light.

Grant us the strength to extend a helping hand,

To uplift the oppressed, to understand.

May our actions be driven by love and care,

To alleviate suffering and spread goodness everywhere.

May our donations be abundant and pure,

To provide relief to those who endure.

In sharing our blessings with those in need,

May they find solace and hope indeed.

Mother of the Universe, hear our plea,

Bless us with empathy, generosity, and unity.

With your divine guidance, may we find our way,

To serve and donate, and make a difference every day.



In your name, O Divine Mother, we pray,

Grant us the resolve to walk your path every day.

With gratitude in our hearts, we offer this prayer,

As volunteers and donors, your message we'll bear.

In your Holy Essence do we Pray.

Reflections on Offerings to the Divine Mother

Déanism recognizes the divine essence of femininity as a fundamental

aspect of the divine. It embraces the feminine attributes of creativity,

nurturing, compassion, and transformative power.

Throughout history, the Divine Mother has been worshipped in various

forms and names, such as Isis, Kali, Durga, Lakshmi, Athena, and many

others. These different manifestations represent the multifaceted aspects of

the Divine Mother's energy and influence.

Offerings serve as tangible expressions of gratitude, devotion, and surrender

to the Divine Mother. They acknowledge the divine presence and our

connection to the cosmic motherhood.

Offerings establish a reciprocal relationship between the worshipper and the

Divine Mother. They symbolize a mutual exchange of love and care,

deepening the spiritual bond between the devotee and the divine.

Flowers are often regarded as sacred symbols of beauty, purity, and

transience. Presenting fresh flowers to the Divine Mother signifies our

admiration and acknowledgment of her divine grace.

Burning incense or offering fragrant substances symbolizes the diffusion of

positive energy and divine presence. The sweet-smelling fragrance

represents our desire to purify and uplift our surroundings in the presence of

the Divine Mother.



Preparing and offering food to the Divine Mother is a way to provide

nourishment and sustenance. These offerings symbolize the act of sharing

and the belief that the divine consumes the essence of our offerings.

Offerings can also include ritual objects like sacred jewelry, symbols, or

artworks. These objects hold symbolic significance and can be offered to the

Divine Mother as expressions of devotion and creativity.

Rituals and Practices:

Purity and Cleansing: Before making offerings, it is essential to cleanse

oneself physically and mentally. This can be done through rituals like

bathing, meditation, or chanting mantras to purify the mind and invoke

positive intentions.

Setting Sacred Space: Create a dedicated sacred space for offerings, such as

an altar or a shrine. Decorate it with flowers, candles, and images of the

Divine Mother to establish a serene and spiritually charged environment.

Mantras and Chants: Chanting sacred mantras and hymns dedicated to the

Divine Mother can enhance the vibrational energy during offerings. These

mantras invoke divine blessings and create a deeper connection with the

cosmic motherhood.

Meditation and Prayer: Engage in meditation and prayer before and after

offering rituals. It allows for a direct communion with the Divine Mother,

fostering a profound spiritual experience and strengthening the bond of love

and devotion.

Offerings in Déanism play a significant role in expressing gratitude, devotion,

and establishing a profound connection with the Divine Mother. Through the

act of offering, we honor the divine feminine energy and recognize its

influence in our lives. By understanding the significance of offerings and

following appropriate rituals, we can deepen our spiritual journey and



experience the transformative power of the Divine Mother's love and

compassion.

Prayer to Give an Offering to the Holy Mother

Divine Mother, Source of All,

To You, I humbly bow and call.

In the sacred name of Divine Mother,

I offer my love and seek your wisdom and valor .

Great Goddess, embodiment of life,

Through all ages, known in forms so rife,

From ancient goddesses to modern belief,

You've nurtured our souls, a soothing relief.

In the cycles of nature, Your essence I see,

The gentle breeze, the whispering tree.

You are the rivers, the oceans deep,

The mountains towering, secrets they keep.

I offer You my gratitude and praise,

For Your guiding light in life's maze.

In Your embrace, I find solace and peace,

From life's struggles, You grant release.



Mother of the Universe, hear my plea,

Guide me to love and set my spirit free.

Grant me strength and wisdom, divine,

To walk in harmony, Your light I'll shine.

As I give this offering, symbolic and pure,

May it represent my devotion, ever sure.

Accept this token, a humble tribute,

In reverence and gratitude, I contribute.

Divine Mother, my path, my creed,

In Your embrace, I find what I need.

May Your presence be felt, within and without,

As I live each day, in faith and devout.

Divine Mother, I offer this prayer to You,

With a heart open wide and spirits anew.

Bless me with Your love, grace, and might,

For in Your embrace, I find eternal light.

In Your Holy essence we Pray.



Reflections on The Significance and Power of Icons in Déanism: A Tribute to the Divine

Feminine

Déanism is a spiritual path that celebrates the divine feminine as the

embodiment of the nurturing, creative, and sustaining forces of the

universe. Throughout history, various forms of goddess worship have

emerged, recognizing the essential role of women and the reverence for the

divine motherhood. Within the practice of Déanism, icons in the form of

statues, pictures, and other representations play a pivotal role, serving as a

tangible connection to the divine and a source of inspiration, guidance, and

devotion.

Icons in Déanism serve as powerful symbols that embody the divine qualities

of the feminine principle. They are visual representations that allow

worshippers to connect with and experience the divine presence of the

Mother of the Universe. Icons often depict goddesses or deities associated

with creation, fertility, love, wisdom, and compassion, among other

attributes. Through their forms, icons evoke a sense of awe, reverence, and

recognition of the sacredness inherent in the feminine aspects of the

cosmos.

Icons act as conduits for spiritual connection and contemplation. They invite

individuals to go beyond the physical realm and delve into the depths of the

divine. When gazing upon an icon, practitioners of Déanism engage in

meditative practices, prayer, or silent reflection. Icons provide a focal point

for concentration, enabling individuals to deepen their understanding,

experience inner peace, and establish a direct communion with the divine

feminine. They are seen as windows to the transcendental reality and

catalysts for spiritual transformation.

Icons play an essential role in creating sacred spaces within Déanism.

Temples, shrines, or altars are adorned with icons, becoming sanctuaries

dedicated to the divine feminine. These spaces serve as gathering points for

communal worship, ceremonies, and rituals. Icons act as a visual reminder of



the divine presence, inspiring reverence, devotion, and collective spiritual

experiences. Through rituals such as offerings, incantations, and prayers,

worshippers express their gratitude, seek guidance, and establish a deep

connection with the Mother of the Universe.

Icons within Déanism communicate through a symbolic language,

encapsulating profound spiritual concepts, myths, and archetypes. Each icon

carries layers of meaning and cultural significance. Symbols such as lotus

flowers, serpents, celestial bodies, or maternal figures embody specific

qualities, energies, or aspects of the divine feminine. Icons serve as a visual

vocabulary, transmitting ancient wisdom, guiding personal transformation,

and fostering a deeper understanding of the universe's interconnectedness.

Icons within Déanism hold transformative potential, offering empowerment

and healing to individuals. Worshippers often turn to icons in times of need,

seeking solace, guidance, and spiritual nourishment. Icons of goddesses

associated with compassion, protection, or wisdom provide a source of

strength, inspiration, and comfort. Through devotion and sincere connection

with these icons, individuals can experience personal growth, emotional

healing, and a sense of empowerment, embracing their own innate divine

qualities.

Within the spiritual practice of Déanism, icons serve as sacred gateways,

connecting individuals with the divine feminine and offering a path to

transcendence. They symbolize the inherent power and wisdom of the

Mother of the Universe and act as tangible reminders of the sacredness

within all creation. Through icons, practitioners of Déanism cultivate a deep

and meaningful relationship with the divine, invoking transformative

experiences, nurturing spirituality, and embracing the eternal bond between

the human and the divine.



Prayer to Bless an Icon

Divine Mother of the Universe,

In reverence and love, we gather before your sacred icon,

A symbol of your eternal presence and boundless grace.

As Déanics, we recognize your divine essence,

The nurturing force that encompasses all creation.

Holy Mother, you have been worshipped through the ages,

Known by many names and forms, guiding humanity's path.

Today, we honor you as the embodiment of compassion,

The source of infinite love and maternal protection.

We beseech you, O Divine Mother, to bless this sacred icon,

Infusing it with your divine energy and blessings profound.

May its presence radiate your divine light and wisdom,

Touching the hearts of all who gaze upon it with devotion.

Grant us the strength to embrace your universal love,

To cherish and nurture all life as you do, without distinction.

Help us cultivate compassion, empathy, and unity,

That we may create a world where love and peace abound.



O Divine Mother, in your infinite wisdom and grace,

Guide us on the path of righteousness and spiritual growth.

As we behold this icon, let it be a reminder of our connection,

To the divine feminine and the sacredness of all existence.

Bless this sacred icon, O Divine Mother, with your divine touch,

And let its presence inspire us to be vessels of love and kindness.

May we honor and celebrate the divine feminine in all its forms,

And through your divine guidance, may we find true harmony.

In your holy name, O Mother of the Universe, we pray,

Grant us your blessings, now and for all eternity.

In Your Holy Name We Pray.

Reflections on The Duality of Good and Evil within Déanism: Exploring the Worship of

the Divine Mother

Déanism, a belief system centered around the worship of God as the Mother

of the Universe, has a rich historical tapestry that stretches across cultures

and civilizations. In various forms of goddesses, this divine feminine figure

embodies both creative and destructive aspects, representing the inherent

duality of existence.



Central to Déanism is the belief that the Divine Mother is the primordial

source of creation, the ultimate progenitor of all life and existence. As the

nurturing and life-giving force, she represents the pinnacle of goodness and

benevolence. In this aspect, the Divine Mother is associated with virtues

such as compassion, love, fertility, and protection. The worship of the Divine

Mother offers devotees solace, guidance, and a sense of security, fostering a

profound connection with the divine feminine.

In Déanism, the Divine Mother is not limited to her nurturing aspects but

also encompasses the paradoxical force of destruction. This destructive facet

is not inherently evil but rather serves as a necessary part of the cosmic

cycle. Destruction and creation are intertwined, forming a continuous cycle

of birth, death, and rebirth. The destructive aspect of the Divine Mother

symbolizes the necessary dissolution of old forms to make way for new

possibilities and growth. Through destruction, she brings forth

transformation and renewal, paving the way for progress and evolution.

Within the worship of the Divine Mother, there is a recognition of the darker

aspects of existence. The Shadow, or the darker side of human nature, finds

its place within Déanism. The Dark Goddess archetype embodies this

shadowy aspect, representing primordial chaos, raw emotions, and the

uncharted depths of the psyche. She is associated with darker emotions like

rage, jealousy, and vengeance. By acknowledging and embracing the

shadow, Déanism encourages individuals to integrate these aspects into

their lives, fostering personal growth and self-awareness.

Within Déanism, the conventional notions of good and evil as absolute

opposites are transcended. The dualistic understanding of morality is seen as

a human construct limited by our perception. Instead, the belief system

acknowledges the inherent unity and interconnectedness of all things. Good



and evil are perceived as two sides of the same coin, existing in a delicate

balance. This perspective invites individuals to cultivate empathy,

understanding, and acceptance, recognizing the divine in all beings.

Déanism emphasizes the pursuit of harmony and balance, both within

oneself and in relation to the external world. By recognizing and honoring

the duality of existence, followers strive to find equilibrium between the

opposing forces. This involves aligning personal actions with the principles of

compassion, love, and respect for all living beings. The path of harmony is a

constant process of self-reflection, growth, and integration, as one seeks to

embody the qualities of the Divine Mother in daily life.

Within Déanism, the concept of good and evil exists within the intricate

tapestry of the worship of the Divine Mother. The belief system recognizes

the divine feminine as both a nurturing and destructive force, reflecting the

inherent duality of existence. By embracing this duality and transcending

conventional notions of good and evil, followers of Déanism strive to

cultivate harmony, balance, and a profound connection with the divine. In

doing so, they embark on a transformative journey toward self-realization,

unity, and spiritual evolution.

Prayer on the Duality of Good and Evil

O Divine Mother, encompassing the Universe, embodiment of Creation and

Void, we call unto You. In Your infinite forms, You dance across the cosmic

stage, weaving the fabric of existence in the boundless loom of time and

space.

Goddess of the eternal dichotomy, Mistress of the dual-edged blade of good

and evil, we humbly acknowledge the intricate design of Your grand scheme.



Both light and shadow are the threads in Your hand; joy and suffering are the

notes in Your symphony of life. Teach us to embrace both, understanding

their inherent duality as integral parts of our spiritual journey, like the

rhythm of the cosmos echoing in our souls.

Ancient as Gaia, nurturing as Isis, wise as Saraswati, strong as Kali, Your

presence is the essence of the life force animating every atom of the

Universe. You are the material and the spiritual, the seen and the unseen,

the known and the mystery yet to unfold.

You birth the stars and cradle the galaxies, holding the raw power of creation

and destruction in the sublime balance of Your being. In Your infinite love,

You guide us through the ebb and flow of existence, bestowing wisdom in

the dance of duality and wholeness.

Help us understand, O Mother, that matter is but a reflection of Your divine

energy, a facet of Your immeasurable beauty. May we appreciate the

profound wisdom in Déanism, the material world not as a distraction from

the Divine, but as an expression of Your cosmic artistry.

O Divine Mother, endow us with strength to hold the line between good and

evil, to stand strong in the face of the storm and seek light amidst darkness.

Grant us courage to confront our shadows, to transform them through Your

nurturing guidance, evolving into our highest selves.

Through Your grace, may we honour the sacred feminine within all of us,

honouring the Divine Mother that nurtures, protects, creates, and

transforms. We worship You as the primal energy, the raw force that



manifests and withdraws the Universe, the fountainhead of all that is, was,

and will be.

In the name of the Divine Mother, the matrix of the Universe, we submit this

prayer. May our hearts resonate with Your infinite love, our minds align with

Your universal wisdom, and our spirits soar in the expansive cosmos of Your

divine realm.

Reflections on The Divine Manifestation of Love: Exploring Déanism and the Worship of

the Mother of the Universe

Love, in its myriad forms, has captivated the human spirit since time

immemorial. Within the realm of spirituality, numerous belief systems and

religions have revered the concept of love and sought to understand its

essence. One such belief system is Déanism, which venerates God as the

Mother of the Universe, drawing inspiration from the diverse goddess

traditions that have permeated human history.

Déanism embraces the archetype of the Divine Feminine as the source and

embodiment of love. Throughout history, cultures around the world have

worshipped goddesses associated with love, fertility, and compassion. By

acknowledging the feminine aspect of the divine, Déanism provides a unique

lens through which love can be comprehended and experienced. It

recognizes that love encompasses both nurturing tenderness and fierce

protectiveness, encapsulating the breadth of human emotions and

connections.

Within Déanism, love is perceived as the fundamental force that binds the

cosmos together. Just as a mother's love sustains and nurtures her children,



the Mother of the Universe's love permeates all creation, fostering unity and

interconnectedness. This perspective emphasizes the interconnectedness of

all beings, highlighting the inherent worth and dignity of every individual.

Love becomes a transformative and unifying power, capable of transcending

divisions and nurturing harmonious relationships among all living beings.

Compassion, an essential aspect of love, plays a pivotal role in Déanism. The

Mother of the Universe embodies unconditional love and compassion,

extending her benevolence to all of creation. Déanism recognizes that true

love involves empathizing with the suffering of others and taking action to

alleviate it. Through acts of compassion, individuals are encouraged to

cultivate a sense of interconnectedness and promote harmony in the world.

Romantic love, with its intensity and passionate expression, also finds its

place within Déanism. The devotion shared between two individuals –

regardless of sexual or gender identities - is viewed as a microcosm of the

divine love that permeates the universe. Romantic love is seen as an

opportunity for growth and self-discovery, where individuals learn to

transcend their egos and embrace the deeper aspects of their souls. It is

through this journey of love that individuals come closer to understanding

and experiencing the divine love of the Mother of the Universe.

Déanism emphasizes that love must be translated into action for it to have a

transformative impact on individuals and society. Inspired by the divine love

of the Mother of the Universe, followers are encouraged to embody love

through acts of kindness, empathy, and service. By engaging in selfless acts

of love, individuals contribute to the well-being of others and cultivate a

more harmonious and compassionate world.



Déanism offers a profound and holistic understanding of love, rooted in the

worship of the Mother of the Universe. By embracing the divine feminine

and recognizing love as the unifying force in the cosmos, this spiritual

perspective invites individuals to explore love's diverse dimensions. Déanism

encourages the embodiment of love through compassion,

interconnectedness, and acts of service, fostering personal growth and

nurturing harmonious relationships within the global community. In the

pursuit of divine love, we embark on a transformative journey that brings us

closer to the essence of our own souls and the boundless love of the Mother

of the Universe.

Prayer for Love

Divine Mother of the Universe,

In your boundless love and grace,

We come before you with hearts open,

Seeking your blessings in this sacred space.

You are the nurturing force that sustains all life,

The eternal source of compassion and care,

As we bow before your infinite presence,

We humbly ask for your love to be shared.

Guide us in the ways of love and harmony,

So that we may honor and uplift one another,

Let our actions be guided by empathy and kindness,

And may we always see the divine in each sister and brother.



Mother of the Universe, embodiment of love,

Teach us to cherish and honor the sacred feminine,

For within every being, your essence resides,

Unite us in love's embrace, breaking every boundary and line.

Grant us the wisdom to heal and reconcile,

To mend the wounds of separation and strife,

May your love flow through our every action,

And bring peace and harmony to all of life.

In this sacred union of love and divinity,

May we honor the diversity of creation's expression,

Let us celebrate the myriad forms of goddesses,

And embrace the beauty of love's endless procession.

Divine Mother, hear our prayer,

As we surrender to your loving embrace,

Guide us on the path of love and unity,

And shower us with your eternal grace.

With gratitude in our hearts, we offer this prayer.



Reflections on Fasting as a Spiritual Practice within Déanism: Embracing the Divine

Mother's Essence

Déanism, a spiritual belief system centered around the worship of God as

the Mother of the Universe, recognizes the profound significance of fasting

as a spiritual practice. Throughout history, various forms of goddesses have

been revered as symbols of nurturing, creation, and the life-giving force.

Fasting, in the context of Déanism, serves as a means to connect with the

divine essence of the Mother, fostering a deeper understanding of her

infinite wisdom, compassion, and transformative power.

Fasting has been practiced across different cultures and religions as a means

of purification and self-discipline. In Déanism, fasting is viewed as a way to

purify the body, mind, and spirit, enabling individuals to align themselves

with the divine energy of the Mother. By abstaining from physical

nourishment, practitioners engage in a symbolic act of surrender,

demonstrating their dedication and devotion to the Mother. This act of

purification allows for the removal of impurities, both physical and spiritual,

clearing the path for a deeper connection with the divine.

In Déanism, the Mother is seen as the ultimate source of sustenance and

nourishment. Fasting, therefore, represents a conscious act of surrendering

one's reliance on material needs and placing trust in the Mother's

abundance and guidance. By willingly abstaining from food and other

physical desires, practitioners embrace a state of humility and detachment,

acknowledging their dependence on the Mother's grace for sustenance.

Through this surrender, fasting becomes an act of devotion and a reminder

of the Mother's ever-present love and care.



The practice of fasting within Déanism holds the potential for profound

spiritual transformation. By temporarily detaching oneself from the

demands of the physical world, individuals can redirect their focus inward,

exploring the depths of their consciousness and connecting with the divine

essence within. Fasting, when accompanied by prayer, meditation, and

reflection, can facilitate heightened spiritual awareness, enabling individuals

to experience moments of revelation, clarity, and enlightenment. This

transformative journey encourages personal growth, emotional healing, and

an expanded understanding of the interconnectedness of all beings.

Déanism recognizes the nurturing and compassionate qualities embodied by

the Mother. Fasting, when undertaken consciously and with an intention to

deepen one's connection with the divine, cultivates empathy and

compassion for all living beings. By experiencing hunger and physical

limitations, practitioners gain a deeper appreciation for the struggles faced

by those who lack access to basic necessities. This heightened awareness

fosters a sense of interconnectedness and a commitment to social justice,

encouraging practitioners to actively contribute to the welfare and

well-being of others.

In Déanism, fasting is not solely restricted to specific days or seasons.

Instead, it is embraced as an ongoing practice that can be tailored to

individual capacities and needs. While some may undertake periodic fasting

on specific holy days, others may choose intermittent fasting or establish

regular patterns that suit their lifestyle. The flexibility of fasting within

Déanism allows individuals to create a rhythm that aligns with their spiritual

aspirations and personal circumstances, ensuring that the practice remains

sustainable and meaningful.

Fasting, within the framework of Déanism, serves as a powerful spiritual

practice that deepens the connection between practitioners and the divine

essence of the Mother. Through purification, surrender, and spiritual

transformation, fasting offers a pathway to embrace the nurturing and



compassionate qualities embodied by the Mother of the Universe. As

practitioners engage in this sacred act, they embark on a journey of

self-discovery, empathy, and personal growth, fostering a profound sense of

interconnectedness with all beings. By incorporating fasting into their

spiritual lives, adherents of Déanism can experience the transformative

power of the divine Mother and find solace and guidance in her boundless

love.

Prayer for Fasting

Divine Mother of the Universe,

In this sacred act of fasting, I come before you,

With reverence and devotion, seeking your grace.

You who embody the vastness and nurturing essence,

I offer my prayers to you, O Holy Mother.

As I refrain from partaking in physical nourishment,

I open myself to your spiritual sustenance.

Grant me the strength and resilience to endure,

And guide me on this journey of self-reflection and purification.

Holy Mother, you are the source of life and creation,

The embodiment of love, compassion, and wisdom.

In this fast, I seek your blessings for clarity and insight,

To deepen my connection with the divine and find inner peace.



As I abstain from earthly desires, teach me detachment,

Help me release attachments that hinder my growth.

Guide me to let go of negativity, ego, and selfishness,

That I may embrace love, empathy, and selflessness instead.

Holy Mother, you who hold the power of transformation,

Bless me with your healing energy and divine protection.

Grant me the courage to face my weaknesses and shadows,

And emerge stronger, purified, and filled with divine light.

Holy Mother, in this fast, I seek your guidance and wisdom,

To understand the interconnectedness of all beings.

May I cultivate reverence for the Earth and its creatures,

And contribute to the well-being of all living things.

As I partake in this sacred act of fasting,

May it be an offering of devotion and surrender.

Guide me to align my actions with your divine will,

And may my journey of fasting bring me closer to your eternal love.

Divine Mother, I offer this prayer to you,

With gratitude, reverence, and utmost devotion.

Bless me, protect me, and guide me always,



As I walk this path of fasting and spiritual transformation.

May your divine presence be felt within and around me.

With love and surrender, I embark on this fast,

In the name of the Holy Mother, I pray.

Reflections on the Divine Mother: One of a Thousand Faces in Déanism

The concept of the Divine Mother, ubiquitous and revered in many religious

and spiritual traditions, underscores the universality of Déanism, or the

worship of God as the Mother of the Universe. From antiquity to the present

day, the Divine Mother's image has been seen as various incarnations,

revealing that regardless of time and space, cultures have felt a profound

need to perceive the divine in a maternal form.

Déanism centers around the veneration of a divine maternal entity seen as

the birther, nurturer, and sustainer of the cosmos. The embodiment of love,

compassion, fertility, and strength, the Divine Mother archetype underpins

the understanding of divinity in this perspective, a pervasive motif that

transcends geographic and cultural divides. This reverence for the divine

feminine offers an intriguing contrast and complement to patriarchal

constructs of divinity, adding balance to our understanding of the divine

essence.

The pantheon of goddesses across historical epochs and cultures serve as

testament to this Déanism. In Ancient Egypt, the goddess Isis was revered as

the divine mother, embodying magic, fertility, and motherhood. Isis was

often depicted nursing her son Horus, epitomizing the nurturing aspect of

the divine feminine. Similarly, in Hinduism, the Goddess Shakti, or Devi,



represents the active, dynamic principle of feminine power. As the

primordial cosmic energy, she manifests in several forms, including Parvati,

Durga, and Kali, each representing different aspects of the divine feminine -

nurturing, fierce, and transformative.

The Greco-Roman pantheon also featured prominent goddesses, such as

Demeter and Hera in Greece and their Roman counterparts, Ceres and Juno.

These deities epitomized maternal attributes and were revered as the

protectors of women, childbirth, and familial bonds.

In contemporary religious practices, the Divine Mother continues to inspire.

In Christianity, the Virgin Mary is venerated as the Mother of God, a figure of

humility, obedience, and unconditional love. In certain Christian

denominations, she is seen as an intercessor between mankind and God,

embodying the empathetic qualities attributed to motherhood.

The Divine Mother, in her thousand faces, has played a crucial role in human

spiritual understanding. The rich tapestry of feminine deities across cultures

and history underscores our collective need for a nurturing, compassionate

divine figure. This universality indicates the intrinsic value of the feminine

within the divine, a concept often neglected in patriarchal interpretations of

religion.

Déanism, through the Divine Mother archetype, proposes a unique

perspective on spirituality, one that celebrates the motherhood of God. This

view is not meant to supersede or diminish other perceptions of God but

adds another layer to our understanding and experience of divinity.



The Divine Mother, in her various incarnations, teaches us that the divine

transcends human limitations of gender and form. It suggests that our

understanding of the divine must be inclusive, nurturing, and

compassionate, just as a mother's love is.

In summary, the Divine Mother, in the tradition of Déanism, is a testament

to the universality of the divine feminine, a principle recognized and

celebrated across cultures and historical epochs. The embodiment of

compassion, love, strength, and nurturing, the Divine Mother invites us to

broaden our understanding of divinity, embracing a more balanced, inclusive

view. Through this, we are reminded of the critical role of the feminine

divine, acknowledging that the Mother of the Universe is indeed one of a

thousand faces, each equally profound and illuminating.

Prayer to the Divine Mother of a Thousand Faces

In the soft whispers of dawn, in the stillness of twilight, and in each moment

in between, we find our spirits drawn to you, Divine Mother of a Thousand

Faces. Your love transcends all boundaries, embracing all within the Universe

in your infinite care. We stand before you now in prayer, seeking the wisdom

and guidance of your myriad countenances.

O Divine Mother, Source of All Creation, your hands have cradled the

universe, lovingly weaving the fabric of space and time. In you, we find the

sun's warmth, the moon's serenity, and the stars' guidance. You are the

eternal river of life from which all existence springs, ever-flowing, nurturing,

and sustaining.

You have been known to us by countless names, and seen in a myriad of

faces, each reflecting an aspect of your divine love and wisdom. As Isis, you



have ruled and protected; as Kali, you have transformed and transcended; as

Gaia, you have birthed and nurtured. You are Saraswati's wisdom, Demeter's

bounty, and Quan Yin's compassion. Yet, you are beyond all names and

forms, an essence unbound by mortal comprehension, the very womb of

existence.

O Divine Mother of a Thousand Faces, we honor you. We see you in the

laughter of our children, in the tears of the sorrowful, in the courage of the

weak, and in the silence of the contemplative. Your many faces are reflected

in the diversity of life, and in this, we find unity. We are all your children,

woven together through your love.

Grant us, O Mother, the strength to uplift the fallen, the wisdom to enlighten

the ignorant, the compassion to comfort the distressed, and the love to bind

us all. In every face we encounter, let us recognize your divine image. May

we serve as vessels of your boundless love and eternal wisdom.

In the hush of our hearts, in the silence of our souls, we find you, O Divine

Mother of a Thousand Faces. As we walk this earthly plane, let us not forget

your presence, your guidance, and your love. May we live as reflections of

your divine light, today and always.

In reverence and gratitude, we offer this prayer. With love as boundless as

the cosmos, we honor you, Divine Mother of a Thousand Faces, for in you,

we find our home, our guide, our protector, and our eternal source of love.

In Your Divine Essence We Pray.



Reflections on Holy Days: Celebrating the Divine Mother of the Universe

Déanism, rooted in the ancient belief systems that venerate the divine

feminine as the Mother of the Universe, has captivated humanity for

centuries. This worldview acknowledges the nurturing and creative aspects

of a supreme deity, emphasizing the sacredness of the feminine principle. In

this treatise essay, we explore the significance of holidays within Déanism,

shedding light on the various traditions and practices that have emerged

throughout history to celebrate the Goddess, paying homage to her divine

presence and eternal power.

At the heart of Déanism lies the concept of the Primordial Goddess, the

source of all creation. The divine feminine is revered as the ultimate

life-giver, embodying the cyclical nature of birth, growth, and regeneration.

Holidays within Déanism often revolve around creation mythology,

highlighting the Mother's role in shaping the cosmos and all living beings.

One of the central themes in Déanism is the celebration of fertility and

motherhood. The Goddess, as the embodiment of life-giving energy, is

revered as the ultimate nurturer and protector. Holidays within this belief

system commemorate the cycles of fertility, honoring the sacred bond

between mothers and their children. These celebrations emphasize the

nurturing qualities of the Goddess and provide an opportunity for

communities to express gratitude for the blessings of life.

Déanism draws inspiration from the inherent connection between the divine

and the natural world. Holidays are often tied to the cycles of the seasons,

celebrating the changing landscapes and the ebb and flow of nature. As the

ultimate expression of the nurturing and creative forces, the Goddess is



honored during these sacred moments, bringing communities together to

acknowledge the interconnectedness of all living beings.

Rituals and ceremonies play a crucial role in Déanism, providing devotees

with a means to express their devotion and connect with the divine

presence. Holidays offer a special occasion for elaborate rituals, symbolizing

the eternal dance between the Goddess and her creation. These rituals may

involve sacred dances, music, prayer, meditation, and offerings, all aimed at

fostering a profound connection with the divine motherhood.

Holidays within Déanism serve as an opportunity for communal gatherings,

fostering a sense of unity and belonging. Festivals and gatherings bring

devotees together, transcending social barriers and reinforcing the

interconnectedness of humanity. These celebrations often feature

communal feasts, storytelling, music, and dance, reinforcing the shared

values and beliefs of the community.

Beyond the festivities, holidays in Déanism offer a time for reflection and

self-empowerment. Devotees are encouraged to introspect, seeking

inspiration from the divine feminine within themselves. These holidays

provide an occasion for individuals to honor their own inherent creative

potential and embrace their nurturing qualities, nurturing a sense of

self-worth and personal growth.

Holidays within Déanism represent a profound celebration of the divine

feminine as the Mother of the Universe. Through rituals, ceremonies, and

communal gatherings, these celebrations offer devotees an opportunity to

connect with the nurturing and creative aspects of the Goddess and honor

her role in the cycles of life. As we continue to explore the diverse



manifestations of the divine feminine across cultures and civilizations, the

holidays within Déanism serve as a testament to the enduring power of the

Goddess and her influence on humanity's spiritual journey.

Holy Days

Creation Day (January 1): This holy day is the celebration of the New Year

and the birth of all creation by the Mother of the Universe. The tradition

involves contemplating the beauty of the universe and our role in it, taking

part in communal meals, and creating art or music to express our gratitude

for life.

The Festival of Lights (February 2, coinciding with Imbolc/Candlemas):

Celebrated with candles to represent divine illumination, wisdom, and the

life-sustaining warmth of the Mother in the cold, dark winter.

Spring Equinox - Day of Awakening (around March 20): Celebrated as a time

of rebirth and renewal, symbolizing the Mother's fertility and the awakening

of life in Spring.

The Festival of the Great Mother (First Sunday in May, close to celebrations

of the Earth Mother like Beltane): Celebrates the nurturing and

life-sustaining aspects of the Mother. Traditions could include planting trees,

volunteering for community service, and sharing a communal meal.

Solstice of Wisdom (around June 21, Summer Solstice): This holy day

emphasizes learning, knowledge, and wisdom, seen as divine gifts from the

Mother of the Universe.



Harvest Day (around September 21, Autumn Equinox): This is a day of

gratitude for the Earth's bounty and the Mother's generosity. It involves

feasting, sharing with the less fortunate, and reflecting on the year's

successes and challenges.

Day of the Ancestors (October 31, coinciding with Samhain): In many

goddess traditions, ancestors and the wisdom of the past are highly

respected. This day celebrates those who came before us and the eternal

cycle of life and death overseen by the Mother.

Winter Solstice - Day of Reflection (around December 21): This day is

dedicated to quiet reflection, rest, and renewal – mirroring the dormancy of

the earth during winter and encouraging personal spiritual growth.

Prayer to Honor the Holy Mother on Her Holy Day

Divine Mother, Source of All Creation,

On this sacred day, we gather in adoration,

To honor the essence of your cosmic rhythm,

And celebrate your divine presence, so pure and prism.

O Supreme Mother, embodiment of love and grace,

We bow before you in reverence, seeking your embrace,

In every particle of the cosmos, your energy flows,

Nurturing and sustaining, as creation ebbs and grows.



You are the cosmic womb, birthing galaxies anew,

The eternal cycles of life, you gently renew,

From the depths of primordial chaos, you bring forth light,

Guiding us with wisdom, through both day and night.

As we behold the wonders of nature's grand design,

We witness your boundless love, radiant and divine,

Through the vibrant colors of a blooming flower,

Or the gentle whispers of a serene moonlit hour.

In the cycles of birth and death, we find your embrace,

A reminder that life's changes are filled with your grace,

Grant us the strength to endure and to let go,

As we surrender to the flow of your eternal glow.

With hearts open wide, we seek your divine guidance,

To embrace compassion, unity, and reverence in stride,

May we honor all beings as manifestations of your light,

And strive to create a world where love takes flight.

Divine Mother, sacred embrace,

We offer our prayers and gratitude, in this sacred space,

May your love and wisdom continue to guide our way,



As we honor you on this blessed holiday.

In your infinite love, we find solace and peace,

As we strive to honor your presence and release,

A prayer to you, Mother of the Universe so vast,

Forever may we bask in your love that will forever last.

Reflections on The Holy Ecstasy of the Divine Mother

Within the tapestry of human spirituality, one finds a rich and diverse array

of religious and philosophical traditions. Among these, the worship of the

Divine Mother stands out as a powerful and enduring spiritual path.

Déanism, the veneration of God as the Mother of the Universe, has

manifested in various forms throughout history, encompassing a multitude

of goddesses revered across different cultures and civilizations. This treatise

aims to explore the profound concept of holy ecstasy within Déanism,

delving into its philosophical foundations, religious practices, and the

transformative power it offers to its followers.

Déanism recognizes the essential role of the feminine in the cosmic order. It

asserts that the Divine Mother, as the creative force of the universe, gives

birth to and sustains all life. The feminine principle embodies qualities of

nurturing, compassion, and wisdom, fostering a deep connection between

humanity and the divine.

Déanism emphasizes the immanence of the Divine Mother within the

material world. Unlike transcendent conceptions of God, Déanism recognizes



the sacredness inherent in all aspects of creation. The universe, seen as the

body of the Divine Mother, becomes the locus of spiritual exploration and

divine communion.

Déanism incorporates various rituals and offerings to honor the Divine

Mother. These rituals often involve prayer, meditation, chanting, and the use

of sacred symbols and objects. Offerings such as flowers, fruits, and incense

are made as acts of devotion, seeking to establish a deeper connection with

the Divine.

Throughout history, devotees of the Divine Mother have constructed sacred

spaces and temples dedicated to the worship of the Divine Mother. These

sanctuaries serve as focal points for spiritual practices, communal

gatherings, and the celebration of festivals and holy occasions.

Holy ecstasy, within the context of Déanism, represents an intensified

spiritual state marked by profound joy, love, and union with the Divine

Mother. Devotees seek to transcend the limitations of the ego and

experience a state of divine communion, often through intense devotion,

meditation, or ecstatic rituals.

Through unconditional love and surrender to the Divine Mother, devotees

cultivate a deep and intimate relationship with her. In this state of surrender,

the ego dissolves, allowing the devotee to merge with the Divine and

experience the bliss of holy ecstasy.

Holy ecstasy often leads to transpersonal experiences, where the boundaries

between the self and the Divine become blurred. These experiences may

include mystical visions, states of rapture, or encounters with the Divine



Mother in her various forms. Such encounters can bring profound spiritual

insights, healing, and a sense of interconnectedness with all of creation.

Déanism, with its emphasis on the worship of the Divine Mother, offers a

transformative spiritual path that resonates deeply with countless

individuals across time and cultures. Through rituals, devotion, and the

pursuit of holy ecstasy, followers of Déanism seek to cultivate a profound

connection with the Divine Mother, experiencing the immanent presence of

the sacred within the fabric of existence. In this communion, they discover a

source of love, guidance, and profound spiritual growth, nurturing a

harmonious relationship with the universe and their fellow beings.

Prayer for Divine Ecstasy

Oh Divine Mother, Déanism's source of infinite love and compassion,

We come before you with reverence and devotion, seeking the holy ecstasy

of your presence.

In your divine form, you are the embodiment of all that is nurturing,

empowering, and divine.

Throughout history, you have revealed yourself in various forms of

goddesses, guiding humanity towards enlightenment and spiritual

awakening.

With every breath, we surrender to your grace, embracing your essence as

the primal creative force.

In your embrace, we find solace, strength, and unshakable faith in the

abundance of the universe.

You are the cosmic womb from which all life emerges, and we humbly bow

before your divine majesty.



Grant us, O Divine Mother, the sacred gift of holy ecstasy,

Anoint us with your divine energy and awaken our spirits to the divine truth

within.

May your love flow through our veins, purifying our hearts and illuminating

our souls.

Grant us the ability to see the interconnectedness of all beings, nurturing

compassion and unity.

In your presence, may we find liberation from all limitations and transcend

the confines of our earthly existence.

Fill us with divine wisdom, so that we may walk the path of righteousness

and honor the sanctity of all creation.

With each step we take, may we radiate your love and bring healing to a

world in need.

O Divine Mother, in your holy ecstasy, we surrender our ego and merge with

your divine essence.

May our worship of you as the Mother of the Universe deepen our

connection to the sacred feminine,

And may we honor and uplift the voices of all those who embody your divine

qualities.

We offer our gratitude for the blessings you bestow upon us, and we

dedicate our lives to your service.



Guide us, O Divine Mother, on the path of spiritual evolution, as we seek

union with the divine within and without.

In your holy name, we pray.

Rites of Déanism

Full Moon Rite: Divine Mother’s Lunar Blessings

Materials Needed:

A representation of the Divine Mother. This could be an idol, picture, or

symbol associated with any aspect of the Mother of the Universe that speaks

to you.

A white or silver candle to symbolize the full moon.

A gift to The Holy Mother (food, fruit, drink etc.)



A bowl of water, symbolic of the Divine Feminine.

Incense or sage for purification.

Pen or paper.

Preparation:

Cleanse your ritual area using the incense or sage to ward off negative

energy, chanting “let positive energy stay within this space, and let all

negative energy stay out.”

Ritual Steps:

Casting the Sacred Space: Stand before your altar or in your sacred space.

Hold your hands out in the form of a cup, symbolizing the Divine Feminine.

Speak: "I stand in the loving embrace of the Divine Mother, enveloped by her

nurturing spirit, and protected under the radiant glow of the Full Moon."

Invocation of the Divine Mother: Light the candle while saying the

“Invocation of the Many-Name Mother.”

Recognition of the Full Moon: Open with “Hail Great Mother.”

Hold the offering high, reflecting the candle’s flame – a symbol of the full

moon – in the water. Say the Speak: "Just as the Moon reflects the light of

the Sun, let my life reflect the divine love of the Mother. May the

illumination of this full moon shine a light on my path, showing the way

forward."



Personal Prayer: Write your intentions, prayers, or requests on the paper.

This could be things you want to manifest or let go of in the coming lunar

cycle. Speak them aloud to the Divine Mother, then burn the paper in the

flame of the candle, sending your prayers to her.

Receiving the Blessing: Place your hands over the bowl of water and say:

"Blessed Divine Mother, please infuse this water with your divine love and

wisdom. May it cleanse and empower me as I walk my path." Gently sprinkle

or dab the water on your forehead and heart.

Say “Hail The Mother Divine.”

Closing: Express your gratitude to the Divine Mother for her love and

guidance. Say: "Thank you, Divine Mother, for your unconditional love and

wisdom. As I walk my path, may I embody your nurturing spirit and radiant

love. In Your revered Name I Pray."

Closing the Sacred Space: Extinguish the candle and say: "As I close this rite,

the light of the Divine Mother remains within me. May her love guide me

until the moon is full again. In your Divine Essence I pray."

Remember to dispose of the ritual remnants responsibly, respecting the

Earth as another embodiment of the Divine Mother.

This rite should be adapted to fit your personal beliefs and needs. It serves

as a bridge connecting your inner spiritual world with the external reality,

reflecting the cycles of nature and the divine essence of the Mother of the

Universe.



Blessings Rite: Welcoming the Child into the Mother's Embrace

Preparation

A table is set up with symbols of the divine: a figure or picture representing

the Goddess in her various forms, a cup of water symbolizing the source of

life, a candle representing the divine light, and a handful of soil symbolizing

the Mother Earth.

Opening Invocation

Celebrant: We gather here today under the open sky, in the embrace of the

divine Mother, to welcome this child into our community and into the larger

universe. Let us take a moment to feel the life-force around us, to listen to

the whispering trees, and to feel the heartbeat of Mother Earth beneath our

feet.

The celebrant lights the candle and says: "With this flame, we invoke the

divine light of the Mother. May it illuminate our path and guide this young

life on their journey."

Recognition

Celebrant: (Parents' names), do you promise to guide and nurture (child's

name), respecting their individuality, encouraging their growth, and teaching

them about the love of the divine Mother, the heartbeat of the Universe?

Parents: We do.

Symbolic Actions



The celebrant dips a finger in the cup of water and touches on the child's

forehead and heart saying: "With this water, symbol of life, we connect you

to the endless flow of life within and around us. You are a child of the divine

Mother, a unique and precious manifestation of the Universe."

The celebrant holds up a handful of soil and says: "With this soil, we connect

you to the divine Mother in her aspect as Mother Earth. May you always be

grounded in her love and may you grow to respect and care for the world

that sustains us all."

Blessing

The celebrant extends their hands over the child and says: "May the divine

Mother bless you with a life full of love, wisdom, and joy. May you always

feel her presence within and around you. May you walk a path of peace,

understanding, and compassion. We welcome you, (child's name), into our

community, into this vast universe, into the love of the divine Mother."

Closing

Celebrant: We have gathered in joy and love, and now we disperse, taking

with us the blessings of the divine Mother. Let us remember the divine in

every breath we take, in every face we see, in every stone and tree, in every

joy and challenge. We go in peace, holding the memory of this day in our

hearts.

The parents, child, and celebrant extinguish the candle together, symbolizing

the shared responsibility of keeping the divine light alive in their hearts and

actions.



These rites may be adapted as needed to reflect the personal beliefs and

cultural traditions of the family and community.

Rites of Initiation: Welcoming the Congregate in the Essence of the Divine Mother

The Rite of Cosmic Birth

Preparation: The initiate fasts for a day and meditates, focusing their

thoughts on the Divine Mother and Her cosmic role. This is meant to purify

the individual, creating an empty vessel ready to receive the divine.

Invocation: The rite begins with an invocation to the Divine Mother,

acknowledging Her in her many forms throughout history. The initiate is

encouraged to recite the Invocation of the Many-Named Mother, which

names and honors various goddesses from different cultures and traditions.

The Cosmic Birth: A symbolic representation of the universe is unveiled. This

could be a mural, a sculpture, or even a high-tech display, depending on the

resources and preferences of the congregation. The initiate is invited to 'step

into' the universe, symbolically entering the body of the Divine Mother.

Blessing of the Initiate: The guide or leader of the rite invokes the Mother's

blessings on the initiate, who is anointed with water from a sacred source,

symbolizing the nurturing waters of the womb. The leader affirms the

initiate's place in the cosmos and their sacred connection to the Divine

Mother.

The Rite of Spiritual Sustenance



Preparation: The initiate spends a day in service to others, as an expression

of the nurturing care that the Mother of the Universe offers to all Her

children. This also prepares the individual to understand the selfless love

that characterizes the Divine Mother.

Invocation: At the end of the day, the initiate lights a candle, symbolizing the

Divine Mother's light illuminating the darkness. They then offer a prayer of

gratitude to the Divine Mother for Her provision and care.

The Feast of the Universe: A meal is shared, with each dish representing

different elements of the universe. For example, a hearty bread might

represent the earth, a spicy dish the sun, a liquid dish the oceans, and so

forth. The initiate is invited to partake of each, symbolizing the Goddess's

nurturing and sustenance.

Affirmation of Service: After the feast, the initiate commits to a life of service

and love in the name of the Divine Mother, symbolizing the reciprocity of

care and the interconnectedness of all life within the universe.

The Rite of Divine Connection

Preparation: The initiate spends a day in silence, contemplating the divine

presence in every aspect of their life. This preparation encourages a deeper

connection with the Divine Mother and allows the individual to internalize

Her universal presence.



Invocation: The initiate begins by offering a prayer to the Divine Mother,

expressing their desire for a deeper connection, and affirming their

commitment to Her values.

Ritual of Connection: The initiate is given a cord, representing the umbilical

cord that connects mother and child. They tie one end to a symbol of the

Divine Mother, such as a statue or image, and hold the other end. In doing

so, they symbolize their direct connection to the Mother of the Universe.

Affirmation of Unity: Finally, the initiate is asked to commit to a life in

harmony with the cosmos, living in a way that acknowledges their divine

connection and respects the interconnectedness of all things.

These initiation rites are designed to be inclusive and adaptable, with the

overarching focus being on respect, love, and connectedness in honor of the

Mother of the Universe.

Welcoming Divine Love: Wedding Rites of Déanism

Introduction

The wedding rites of Déanism celebrate the divine feminine as the Mother

of the Universe. Drawing inspiration from the reverence for goddesses

throughout history, these wedding rites honor the nurturing, creative, and

transformative aspects of the divine feminine. With a focus on love,

harmony, and the unity of two souls, the following wedding ceremony

embodies the principles of Déanism.



Opening Invocation

Officiant: We gather here today to celebrate the sacred union of [Partner A]

and [Partner B]. In the presence of the divine feminine, we honor the cosmic

energy that connects us all. Let us invoke the spirit of Déanism and ask for

blessings upon this sacred union.

[Optional: The officiant may invite participants to join in a brief meditation

or moment of silence to connect with the divine feminine energy.]

Reading

Reader: "In the beginning, there was the Mother, the creatrix of life, from

whose loving womb the universe was born. Throughout history, she has

been revered in various forms of goddesses, embodying love, wisdom, and

fertility. Today, we honor her presence and invite her blessings upon this

union."

Acknowledgment of Divine Feminine

Officiant: We acknowledge the divine feminine within us and the world

around us. In the spirit of Divine Feminine, we celebrate the embodiment of

love, compassion, and strength that resides within every being. Let us honor

this divine presence as we embark on this sacred journey of marriage.

Exchange of Vows

[Partner A] and [Partner B] face each other, holding hands.



Officiant: [Partner A], do you take [Partner B] as your partner in life and

love? Do you promise to honor and cherish them, supporting their growth

and nurturing their spirit as the Mother of the Universe would?

[Partner A]: I do.

Officiant: [Partner B], do you take [Partner A] as your partner in life and

love? Do you promise to honor and cherish them, supporting their growth

and nurturing their spirit as the Mother of the Universe would?

[Partner B]: I do.

Exchange of Rings

Officiant: As a symbol of your love and commitment, you may now exchange

rings.

[Partner A] and [Partner B] exchange rings and speak the following words

simultaneously or take turns:

"[Partner's Name], I give you this ring as a symbol of my love and devotion.

Like the eternal circle of the Mother, it represents the unending bond we

share."

Blessing and Unity Ritual



Officiant: Let us now invoke the blessings of the divine feminine upon this

union. [Optional: The officiant may sprinkle rose petals, perform a water

blessing, or any other ritual symbolizing purification and blessings.]

Officiant: As the Mother of the Universe unites the heavens and the earth,

so shall the union of [Partner A] and [Partner B] be a harmonious merging of

their souls. May their love flourish and grow, radiating joy and compassion to

all they encounter.

Pronouncement of Marriage

Officiant: By the power vested in me and the energy of the Divine Mother, I

now pronounce you [spouses/partners] for life. May your journey together

be blessed with love, understanding, and the nurturing spirit of the Mother

of the Universe.

Closing Blessing

Officiant: As we conclude this sacred ceremony, may the divine feminine

guide and protect you, [Partner A] and [Partner B], in your life together. May

you find strength in her love and draw inspiration from the goddesses of old.

Go forth and live your lives with reverence for the universal mother and her

teachings.

Closing Words

Officiant: With gratitude and love, we celebrate this union. May the divine

feminine be with you always. May your love shine as a testament to the

power of the Divinemother. This marriage is now sealed in the spirit of the

Mother of the Universe.



Funerary Rites: The Final Embrace of the Divine Mother

Preparation of the Body

Upon death, the body is lovingly cleansed by family members or by

designated individuals within the community, known as the "Daughters of

the Divine Mother." This purification process involves anointing the body

with specially consecrated oils imbued with herbs, symbolizing the cleansing

of the physical vessel and preparing the soul for its journey.

The Vigil

Once the body is prepared, it is dressed in a white or light-colored robe,

symbolizing purity, and placed in an open casket or on a bier. The community

holds a vigil, filled with music, prayer, and shared stories of the deceased.

This vigil often lasts through the night, symbolizing the Divine Mother's

eternal watchfulness.

Communion of Memories

During the funeral service, community members are invited to share their

memories of the deceased, in a ceremony called the "Communion of

Memories." It's a moment to recognize the impact that the deceased had on

the lives of others, and to honor their contributions to the community.

Return to the Divine Mother

The body is then returned to the earth, often through burial, although

cremation could also be used depending on the person's or family's

preference. This process symbolizes the belief in the life-death-rebirth cycle,

as the body returns to the Mother of the Universe. The grave or urn is

typically marked with symbols of the Divine Mother, such as a spiral



(symbolizing the life cycle) or an image of a goddess figure that the deceased

particularly resonated with.

The Feast of Life

After the burial or the ashes' dispersion, the community gathers for the

Feast of Life, a communal meal that celebrates the life of the deceased and

the interconnectedness of all lives. It is a time of shared comfort and mutual

support, emphasizing the belief in the Divine Mother's nurturing love.

The Cycle of Remembrance

On the anniversary of the person's death, a small ceremony, the Cycle of

Remembrance, is held. The community comes together to remember the

deceased, celebrate their life, and honor their memory. The community

might plant a tree or dedicate a new work of art, ensuring that the

individual's memory continues to enrich the community.

These funerary rites emphasize the Divine Mother's enduring love, the

celebration of the individual's life, and the belief in the natural cycle of life,

death, and rebirth. The community's role in these rites showcases the

interconnectedness of all lives under the care of the Mother of the Universe.

Twelve Sacred Poems to the Divine Mother

1. Birth of the Cosmos

Mother Divine, from the star-sown womb of silence,

Cradled galaxies with a lullaby of light,



Giving form to cosmos, life’s first alliance,

Infinite as love, as profound as night.

2. The Cradle of Life

From dust and light, You sculpted the primal clay,

Shaping life’s vessel, from the atom’s core,

In Your grand design, life finds its way,

Eternal Mother, who we profoundly adore.

3. Dance of the Elements

Fire, Water, Earth and Air, in Your dance they twine,

Life's elements, Your hands deftly weave,

As above, so below, in this cosmic design,

In the Divine Mother, we believe.

4. Mother of Seasons

Spring’s first bloom, Summer’s radiant light,

Autumn’s golden hue, Winter’s tranquil night,

All seasons flow from Your benevolent sight,

Divine Mother, in You, all find respite.



5. Mother of Mysteries

Into the labyrinth of the soul, we delve,

Seeking Your truth, our ignorance to dissolve,

In the heart’s silence, Your presence does evolve,

A hushed whisper of love, our fears resolve.

6. Guardian of Dreams

In the tapestry of dreams, Your wisdom unfolds,

In every heart-beat, Your love is told,

Your grace shelters us, making us bold,

Divine Mother, in You, our hopes we hold.

7. Weaver of Destinies

The threads of fate in Your hands entwine,

In Your loom of time, destinies align,

Goddess of Eternity, beacon divine,

Guide us on our journey, let Your light shine.

8. The Healing Touch

Mother of mercy, balm to all pain,

Your touch, a refuge, our strength to regain,



In the midst of chaos, You are our sane,

Your love, the healing rain.

9. Song of the Sacred

Every star's twinkle, every planet’s sway,

Echoes Your song in the cosmic ballet,

To the Mother Divine, our hearts convey,

Love’s eternal sonnet, in gratitude we say.

10. Ocean of Compassion

In Your vast ocean, waves of compassion roll,

To the shore of every longing soul,

Your love washes over us, making us whole,

Divine Mother, in You, we reach our goal.

11. Eternal Embrace

In Your embrace, we find our peace,

From worldly illusions, we find release,

In the heart of the Divine, all struggles cease,

Mother, in Your love, we find our lease.



12. The Final Homecoming

To the bosom of the Mother, all paths lead,

From Your love, the universe was conceived,

In the silence of the heart, Your voice we heed,

Divine Mother, in Your grace, we believe

Prayers to the Divine Mother

Prayer to the Dawning Day

Divine Mother of the Cosmos bright,

I greet you with love and endless light.

In this morning's embrace, I find my way,

Guide my steps, as I begin this day.

Prayer to the Goddess of Night

As I lay down to rest, under the night's gentle sway,

I surrender to your embrace, trusting in your loving way.

Thank you, Divine Mother, for your eternal care,

As I sleep, enveloped in your love, I know you're always there.

Prayer for Creation

Divine Mother, in your grace we find,

The sacred essence, the cosmic design.

With awe and wonder, we humbly pray,



Guide us on this path, each and every day.

Prayer for Abundance

Oh Mother, source of all that's blessed,

Grant us abundance, beyond what's guessed.

Fill our lives with joy and prosperity,

Nurture our souls with divine generosity.

Prayer for Healing

Gentle Mother, with love so pure,

Heal our wounds, of that we're sure.

Restore our bodies, minds, and souls,

With your nurturing touch, make us whole.

Prayer for Guidance

Divine Mother, in your boundless light,

Lead us through darkness, with strength and might.

Illuminate our paths, in every endeavor,

With your wisdom and grace, we shall never sever.

Prayer for Love

Oh, Mother of Love, your embrace so wide,

Fill our hearts with love, like a gentle tide.

Let us see the divine in every soul,

Unite us as one, in your eternal role.



Prayer for Forgiveness

Mother of Mercy, with compassion deep,

Help us forgive, the grudges we keep.

Release our hearts from anger and pain,

Let forgiveness be the healer, our souls regain.

Prayer for Strength

Mighty Mother, with courage and power,

Grant us strength in every trial and hour.

When life overwhelms, and we feel weak,

Infuse us with resilience, so strong we shall speak.

Prayer for Peace

Oh, Mother of Peace, in your tranquil grace,

Guide us to a world where conflicts erase.

Unite all nations, in a harmonious song,

May your love prevail, and right every wrong.

Prayer for Gratitude

Divine Mother, for blessings we receive,

With heartfelt gratitude, we humbly believe.

For every breath, for each day's grace,

We thank you, Mother, for this sacred space.



Prayer for Compassion

Mother of Mercy, with a heart so kind,

Teach us compassion, to all humankind.

May we see the pain, the struggles they bear,

And offer our love, with empathy and care.

Prayer for Strength in Adversity

Oh, Mother Divine, in times of strife,

Grant us resilience to navigate life.

When challenges arise, and troubles surround,

Fortify our spirits, let your strength be found.

Prayer for Inner Harmony

Divine Mother, within our souls reside,

Bring harmony, where chaos may hide.

Align our thoughts, with peace and tranquility,

Let your presence guide us to serenity.

Prayer for Courage

Mighty Mother, when fear takes its toll,

Ignite our courage, deep within our soul.

Give us the strength to face every fear,

With unwavering bravery, let us persevere.



Prayer for Unity

Oh, Mother of Oneness, in your embrace,

May all divisions and boundaries erase.

Unify our hearts, in love and respect,

With compassion as our guide, let unity reflect.

Prayer for Divine Protection

Divine Mother, with your shield so strong,

Protect us from harm, when things go wrong.

Surround us with your love and light,

Guard us in darkness, throughout the night.

Prayer for Enlightenment

Oh, Mother Divine, with wisdom untold,

Illuminate our minds, as truth unfolds.

Guide us on the path of divine insight,

So we may awaken, in your sacred light.

Prayer for Renewal

Mother of Renewal, in cycles divine,

Cleanse our spirits, like a sacred shrine.

Let go of the old, make space for the new,

With your nurturing touch, our souls renew.



Prayer for Joy

Oh, Mother of Bliss, with laughter and glee,

Fill our hearts with joy, pure and free.

Let happiness blossom in every single day,

In your divine presence, we shall forever stay.

Prayer for Serenity

Divine Mother, with your calming grace,

Grant us serenity in life's hectic pace.

Amidst chaos and noise, help us find peace,

In your eternal love, all worries cease.

Prayer for Unity in Diversity

Oh, Mother Divine, in your loving embrace,

Help us celebrate diversity, with grace.

May differences unite, in a tapestry grand,

In your oneness, we'll forever stand.

Prayer for Wisdom

Mother of Wisdom, with knowledge profound,

Guide our minds, let true wisdom be found.

Grant us clarity, discernment, and insight,

Illuminate our paths, with your divine light.



Prayer for Transformation

Divine Mother, with transformative might,

Guide us through darkness, into radiant light.

With your nurturing touch, let us evolve,

Embrace our potential, as problems dissolve.

Prayer for Patience

Mother of Time, with your patient hand,

Teach us patience, as life's trials expand.

Help us endure, with calm and grace,

In your loving presence, time will embrace.

Prayer for Liberation

Oh, Mother Divine, with freedom so pure,

Release our souls, let liberation endure.

Break the chains that bind, our spirits set free,

In your boundless love, we find eternity.

Prayer for Inner Peace

Divine Mother, within our souls reside,

Wrap us in peace, like a gentle tide.

Silence the chaos, calm the storm,

With your loving presence, inner peace is born.



Prayer for Gratitude for Nature

Mother of Earth, with landscapes so grand,

We thank you for nature, a masterpiece unplanned.

For mountains and rivers, oceans and trees,

Your creation fills us with awe and ease.

Prayer for Balance

Oh, Mother Divine, in harmonious sway,

Teach us the dance of balance each day.

With yin and yang, and light and dark,

Guide us on the path, where equilibrium sparks.

Prayer for Empowerment

Mighty Mother, with strength untold,

Empower our spirits, let us be bold.

Awaken our potential, unleash our might,

In your loving embrace, we shine so bright.

Prayer for Letting Go

Divine Mother, with gentle embrace,

Help us release what no longer has space.

Grant us the courage to let go and surrender,

In your divine flow, we'll forever remember.



Prayer for Gratitude for Community

Oh, Mother of Unity, in bonds so strong,

We thank you for community, where we belong.

For family and friends, and connections we share,

Your love unites us, in a tapestry rare.

Prayer for Protection of Loved Ones

Mother of Guardians, with loving care,

Protect our loved ones, wherever they fare.

Surround them with your light and grace,

Keep them safe, in every time and place.

Prayer for Trust

Divine Mother, with unwavering trust,

Guide us to have faith, when life is unjust.

In your divine plan, let us find solace,

With trust in your love, our hearts will never lose.

Prayer for Inner Strength

Oh, Mother Divine, within us reside,

Unleash our inner strength, never to hide.

In times of challenge, help us rise above,

With your empowering love, we conquer and love.



Prayer for Peace of Mind

Mother of Tranquility, in your serene embrace,

Grant us peace of mind, in every space.

Calm our restless thoughts, let worries unwind,

In your tranquil presence, serenity we find.

Prayer for Self-Love

Divine Mother, with unconditional affection,

Teach us self-love, a divine connection.

In your loving gaze, we find worth and grace,

Embracing our essence, in your loving embrace.

Prayer for Compassionate Action

Oh, Mother of Compassion, so gentle and true,

Inspire us to act, with love in all we do.

May our words and deeds, spread kindness and care,

In your compassionate light, we find purpose to share.

Prayer for Divine Surrender

Mother of Trust, in surrender we fall,

Into your loving arms, we give it all.

Release our burdens, let worries be gone,

In your divine embrace, we're forever drawn.



Prayer for Inner Harmony

Divine Mother, within our souls reside,

Bring harmony, where chaos may hide.

Align our thoughts, with peace and tranquility,

Let your presence guide us to serenity.

Prayer for Protection in Travel

Oh, Mother Divine, with wings unfurled,

Protect us in our travels, across the world.

Guide us on our journeys, wherever we roam,

In your loving embrace,uz was we're forever home.

Prayer for Divine Grace

Mother of Grace, with love so pure,

Shower us with blessings, forever endure.

In your divine presence, we find solace,

With your eternal grace, our spirits embrace.

Prayer for Emotional Healing

Divine Mother, with compassion profound,

Heal our hearts, where pain is found.

Gently mend the wounds, that linger within,

In your loving embrace, emotional healing begins.



Prayer for Spiritual Awakening

Oh, Mother Divine, in sacred embrace,

Awaken our spirits, expand our soul's space.

Guide us to truth, in your boundless light,

In spiritual awakening, our souls take flight.

Prayer for Divine Harmony

Mother of Unity, with love so vast,

Infuse our world with harmony to last.

Bring nations together, in peaceful accord,

With your divine presence, let harmony be restored.

Prayer for Enlightenment

Divine Mother, with wisdom untold,

Illuminate our minds, as truth unfolds.

Guide us on the path of divine insight,

So we may awaken, in your sacred light.

Prayer for New Beginnings

Oh, Mother of Creation, in every dawn,

Bless us with new beginnings, each morn.

Like the rising sun, with hope in the sky,

In your loving presence, let new dreams fly.



Prayer for Inner Clarity

Divine Mother, with clarity so bright,

Clear our minds, like stars in the night.

Dissipate confusion, let truth shine through,

In your guiding light, our clarity renew.

Prayer for Unconditional Love

Mother of Love, with a heart so wide,

Teach us unconditional love, deep inside.

Help us embrace, both near and far,

With your divine love, we'll forever spar.

Prayer for Divine Connection

Oh, Mother Divine, in sacred bond,

Connect us to your love, so profound.

In stillness and silence, let us feel,

Your divine presence, so tender and real.

Prayer for Peaceful Sleep

Mother of Dreams, with peaceful embrace,

Guide us to slumber, in tranquil grace.

Wrap us in serenity, as we rest each night,

With your loving touch, nightmares take flight.



Prayer for Forgiveness

Divine Mother, with compassion deep,

Help us forgive, the grudges we keep.

Release our hearts from anger and pain,

Let forgiveness be the healer, our souls regain.

Prayer for Divine Harmony

Mother of Unity, with love so vast,

Infuse our world with harmony to last.

Bring nations together, in peaceful accord,

With your divine presence, let harmony be restored.

Prayer for Trust in Divine Timing

Oh, Mother of Time, with infinite flow,

Teach us to trust in the timing we sow.

Grant us patience, in life's grand design,

In your loving embrace, divine timing align.

Prayer for Inner Light

Divine Mother, with radiant glow,

Ignite our inner light, let it brightly show.

Illuminate our paths, with your guiding flame,

In your loving presence, we'll never be the same.



Prayer for Gratitude for Lessons

Mother of Wisdom, with lessons profound,

We thank you for teachings, that make us astound.

In each experience, in every trial we face,

Your guidance transforms us, with your loving embrace.

Prayer for Peace in the World

Oh, Mother of Harmony, in unity we plea,

Bring peace to the world, let conflicts cease to be.

Heal the wounds of nations, with love and compassion,

In your divine presence, let peace become a fashion.

Prayer for Inner Transformation

Divine Mother, with love so vast,

Transform our souls, let the old be surpassed.

Guide us on the journey, of inner evolution,

In your divine embrace, we find divine resolution.

Prayer for Divine Purpose

Oh, Mother Divine, with purpose profound,

Guide us to our calling, where our hearts are bound.

Reveal our path, in your loving embrace,

With your divine purpose, we find our rightful place.



Prayer for Uniting Humanity

Mother of Oneness, with love so true,

Unite humanity, in a bond we pursue.

Break the walls that divide, let love be the key,

In your divine presence, one humanity we'll be.

Prayer for Inner Stillness

Divine Mother, with serene embrace,

Help us find stillness, in this hectic space.

In the silence within, let peace unfold,

With your loving presence, inner stillness we hold.

Prayer for Divine Gratitude

Mother of Abundance, with blessings we're blessed,

Gratitude we offer, for all that's expressed.

For every breath, for each moment in time,

In your divine presence, gratitude will forever chime.

Prayer for Strength in Adversity

Oh, Mother Divine, in times of strife,

Grant us resilience to navigate life.

When challenges arise, and troubles surround,

Fortify our spirits, let your strength be found.



Prayer for Love and Acceptance

Mother of Compassion, with love so wide,

Teach us to accept, and let judgments subside.

Embrace diversity, with open hearts and minds,

In your loving presence, acceptance forever binds.

Prayer for Divine Guidance

Divine Mother, with your light so bright,

Guide us on our journey, both day and night.

Illuminate our paths, with wisdom and grace,

In your loving embrace, we find our rightful place.

Prayer for Healing Energy

Mother of Life, with healing touch,

Infuse us with energy, we need so much.

Restore our bodies, minds, and souls,

With your loving presence, healing energy unfolds.

Prayer for Peaceful Relationships

Oh, Mother Divine, with love so pure,

Bless our relationships, let conflicts find cure.

Fill our interactions, with kindness and peace,

In your loving embrace, all discord will cease.



Prayer for Compassionate Service

Mother of Compassion, with hearts so bright,

Inspire us to serve, with love as our light.

May our actions uplift, and bring solace to all,

In your compassionate presence, we heed your call.

Prayer for Divine Connection

Oh, Mother Divine, in sacred bond,

Connect us to your love, so profound.

In stillness and silence, let us feel,

Your divine presence, so tender and real.

Prayer for Inner Peace

Divine Mother, within our souls reside,

Wrap us in peace, like a gentle tide.

Silence the chaos, calm the storm,

With your loving presence, inner peace is born.

Prayer for Gratitude for Nature

Mother of Earth, with landscapes so grand,

We thank you for nature, a masterpiece unplanned.

For mountains and rivers, oceans and trees,

Your creation fills us with awe and ease.



Prayer for Balance

Oh, Mother Divine, in harmonious sway,

Teach us the dance of balance each day.

With yin and yang, and light and dark,

Guide us on the path, where equilibrium sparks.

Prayer for Empowerment

Mighty Mother, with strength untold,

Empower our spirits, let us be bold.

Awaken our potential, unleash our might,

In your loving embrace, we shine so bright.

Prayer for Letting Go

Divine Mother, with gentle embrace,

Help us release what no longer has space.

Grant us the courage to let go and surrender,

In your divine flow, we'll forever remember.

Prayer for Gratitude for Community

Oh, Mother of Unity, in bonds so strong,

We thank you for community, where we belong.

For family and friends, and connections we share,

Your love unites us, in a tapestry rare.



Prayer for Protection of Loved Ones

Mother of Guardians, with loving care,

Protect our loved ones, wherever they fare.

Surround them with your light and grace,

Keep them safe, in every time and place.

Prayer for Trust

Divine Mother, with unwavering trust,

Guide us to have faith, when life is unjust.

In your divine plan, let us find solace,

With trust in your love, our hearts will never lose.

Prayer for Inner Strength

Oh, Mother Divine, within us reside,

Unleash our inner strength, never to hide.

In times of challenge, help us rise above,

With your empowering love, we conquer and love.

Prayer for Peaceful Sleep

Mother of Dreams, with peaceful embrace,

Guide us to slumber, in tranquil grace.

Wrap us in serenity, as we rest each night,

With your loving touch, nightmares take flight.



Prayer for Divine Grace

Mother of Grace, with love so pure,

Shower us with blessings, forever endure.

In your divine presence, we find solace,

With your eternal grace, our spirits embrace.

Prayer for Emotional Healing

Divine Mother, with compassion profound,

Heal our hearts, where pain is found.

Gently mend the wounds, that linger within,

In your loving embrace, emotional healing begins.

Prayer for Spiritual Awakening

Oh, Mother Divine, in sacred embrace,

Awaken our spirits, expand our soul's space.

Guide us to truth, in your boundless light,

In spiritual awakening, our souls take flight.

Prayer for New Beginnings

Oh, Mother of Creation, in every dawn,

Bless us with new beginnings, each morn.

Like the rising sun, with hope in the sky,

In your loving presence, let new dreams fly.



Prayer for Inner Clarity

Divine Mother, with clarity so bright,

Clear our minds, like stars in the night.

Dissipate confusion, let truth shine through,

In your guiding light, our clarity renew.

Prayer for Unconditional Love

Mother of Love, with a heart so wide,

Teach us unconditional love, deep inside.

Help us embrace, both near and far,

With your divine love, we'll forever spar.

Prayer for Divine Connection

Oh, Mother Divine, in sacred bond,

Connect us to your love, so profound.

In stillness and silence, let us feel,

Your divine presence, so tender and real.

Prayer for Peace of Mind

Mother of Tranquility, in your serene embrace,

Grant us peace of mind, in every space.

Calm our restless thoughts, let worries unwind,

In your tranquil presence, serenity we find.



Prayer for Self-Love

Divine Mother, with unconditional affection,

Teach us self-love, a divine connection.

In your loving gaze, we find worth and grace,

Embracing our essence, in your loving embrace.

Prayer for Compassionate Action

Oh, Mother of Compassion, so gentle and true,

Inspire us to act, with love in all we do.

May our words and deeds, spread kindness and care,

In your compassionate light, we find purpose to share.

Prayer for Divine Surrender

Mother of Trust, in surrender we fall,

Into your loving arms, we give it all.

Release our burdens, let worries be gone,

In your divine embrace, we're forever drawn.

Prayer for Inner Harmony

Divine Mother, within our souls reside,

Bring harmony, where chaos may hide.

Align our thoughts, with peace and tranquility,

Let your presence guide us to serenity.



Prayer for Protection in Travel

Oh, Mother Divine, with wings unfurled,

Protect us in our travels, across the world.

Guide us on our journeys, wherever we roam,

In your loving embrace, we're forever home.

Prayer for Divine Grace

Mother of Grace, with love so pure,

Shower us with blessings, forever endure.

In your divine presence, we find solace,

With your eternal grace, our spirits embrace.

Prayer for Enlightenment

Divine Mother, with wisdom untold,

Illuminate our minds, as truth unfolds.

Guide us on the path of divine insight,

So we may awaken, in your sacred light.

Prayer for New Beginnings

Oh, Mother of Creation, in every dawn,

Bless us with new beginnings, each morn.

Like the rising sun, with hope in the sky,

In your loving presence, let new dreams fly.



Prayer for Inner Clarity

Divine Mother, with clarity so bright,

Clear our minds, like stars in the night.

Dissipate confusion, let truth shine through,

In your guiding light, our clarity renew.

Prayer for Trust in Divine Timing

Oh, Mother of Time, with infinite flow,

Teach us to trust in the timing we sow.

Grant us patience, in life's grand design,

In your loving embrace, divine timing align.

Prayer for Peaceful Relationships

Mother of Harmony, with love so pure,

Bless our relationships, let conflicts find cure.

Fill our interactions, with kindness and peace,

In your loving embrace, all discord will cease.

Prayer for Gratitude for Lessons

Mother of Wisdom, with lessons profound,

We thank you for teachings, that make us astound.

In each experience, in every trial we face,

Your guidance transforms us, with your loving embrace.



Prayer for Balance

Oh, Mother Divine, in harmonious sway,

Teach us the dance of balance each day.

With yin and yang, and light and dark,

Guide us on the path, where equilibrium sparks.

Prayer for Empowerment

Mighty Mother, with strength untold,

Empower our spirits, let us be bold.

Awaken our potential, unleash our might,

In your loving embrace, we shine so bright.

Prayer for Universal Love

Oh, Universal Mother, so divine,

Wrap the world in love, let it forever shine.

Unite all beings, with love's eternal flame,

In your boundless embrace, we're all the same.

Hymns to the Divine Mother

Hymn 1: Grand Hymn of the Universal Mother

(Verse 1)

O Divine Mother, source of all creation,

In your embrace, we find eternal salvation.

Goddess of love, compassion, and light,



Guiding us through darkness, shining so bright.

(Chorus)

Hail, Divina Mater, Mother divine,

Radiant goddess, your glory shall shine.

In every flower, in every gentle breeze,

We feel your presence, our hearts at ease.

(Verse 2)

From ancient times, you've been revered,

In different forms, your grace appeared.

Isis, Kali, Athena, and more,

Your myriad faces, we adore.

(Chorus)

Hail, Divina Mater, Mother divine,

Radiant goddess, your glory shall shine.

In every moonbeam, in every sacred shrine,

We feel your love, pure and divine.

(Bridge)

In the tapestry of life, you weave the threads,

Uniting us all, as one, it spreads.



Through joy and sorrow, you're always there,

A mother's love, beyond compare.

(Verse 3)

In every season, your blessings we receive,

In blooming flowers, and fruits on every tree.

Your nurturing touch, the gentle rain,

Brings life to the Earth, erasing every pain.

(Chorus)

Hail, Divina Mater, Mother divine,

Radiant goddess, your glory shall shine.

In every heartbeat, in every soul's yearning,

We find solace, your love forever burning.

(Verse 4)

With arms open wide, you embrace us all,

No matter our differences, great or small.

In your boundless love, we find unity,

Celebrating diversity, in perfect harmony.

(Chorus)

Hail, Divina Mater, Mother divine,



Radiant goddess, your glory shall shine.

In every sunrise, in every starlit night,

We find your presence, a guiding light.

(Outro)

O Divine Mother, we sing this hymn to you,

With gratitude and devotion, forever true.

In your infinite wisdom, we find our way,

Guided by your love, each and every day.

Hymn 2: O Universal Mother

Verse 1:

O Universal Mother, divine and fair,

Goddess of creation, beyond compare.

Through time and space, your love extends,

From ancient cultures, your wisdom transcends.

Chorus:

Hail, Divine Mother, divine and pure,

In your embrace, we find solace and cure.

Goddess of the universe, we sing your praise,

In reverence, we offer our hymns and raise.

Verse 2:



In mighty rivers and gentle streams,

In the ocean's depths, your power gleams.

In the sacred earth and skies above,

Your presence radiates, eternal love.

Chorus:

Hail, Divine Mother, divine and pure,

In your embrace, we find solace and cure.

Goddess of the universe, we sing your praise,

In reverence, we offer our hymns and raise.

Verse 3:

From ancient Egypt's Isis to Hindu's Durga,

In countless forms, your grace does merge.

From Greek's Demeter to Celtic's Danu,

Your nurturing essence shines through and through.

Chorus:

Hail, Divine Mother, divine and pure,

In your embrace, we find solace and cure.

Goddess of the universe, we sing your praise,

In reverence, we offer our hymns and raise.



Verse 4:

In every mother's tender touch,

In every life you've blessed so much.

From birth to death, your love abounds,

In every heartbeat, your presence resounds.

Chorus:

Hail, Divine Mother, divine and pure,

In your embrace, we find solace and cure.

Goddess of the universe, we sing your praise,

In reverence, we offer our hymns and raise.

Bridge:

Oh, Universal Mother, hear our plea,

Guide us on the path to harmony.

In your wisdom, we seek enlightenment,

Grant us strength and divine nourishment.

Chorus:

Hail, Divine Mother, divine and pure,

In your embrace, we find solace and cure.

Goddess of the universe, we sing your praise,

In reverence, we offer our hymns and raise.



Outro:

In every breath, in every prayer,

We honor you, Universal Mother, so fair.

May your light forever shine bright,

Guiding us with love, through day and night.

Hymn 3: Divine Mother of the Cosmos

Verse 1:

O Divine Mother of the Cosmos,

We sing your praises with hearts aglow,

In your embrace, all life finds birth,

You're the source of love and all its worth.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we hail your name,

Goddess of the Universe, eternal flame,

With reverence, we honor your divine light,

Guiding us through darkness, day and night.

Verse 2:

In your wisdom, the stars were formed,

Planets and galaxies, a tapestry adorned,



From the depths of space to Earth's embrace,

Your nurturing presence, a boundless grace.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we hail your name,

Goddess of the Universe, eternal flame,

With reverence, we honor your divine light,

Guiding us through darkness, day and night.

Verse 3:

Through the seasons' cycles, we behold,

The dance of life, a story untold,

From spring's renewal to winter's rest,

In your loving arms, we are forever blessed.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we hail your name,

Goddess of the Universe, eternal flame,

With reverence, we honor your divine light,

Guiding us through darkness, day and night.

Hymn 4: Mother of Creation

Verse 1:

O Mother of Creation, Divine and true,



We gather here to sing our praise to you,

From ancient times, your presence known,

In every culture, a Goddess on the throne.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your love we share,

Goddess of all, in your tender care,

Through the cycle of life, we find our way,

In your embrace, we kneel and pray.

Verse 2:

In nature's beauty, we glimpse your face,

From mountains tall to the oceans' grace,

In blooming flowers and gentle breeze,

Your loving touch, our souls appease.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your love we share,

Goddess of all, in your tender care,

Through the cycle of life, we find our way,

In your embrace, we kneel and pray.

Verse 3:



In motherhood, your essence blooms,

Nurturing hearts and lifting gloom,

In every child's laughter, pure and bright,

We see your love, a guiding light.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your love we share,

Goddess of all, in your tender care,

Through the cycle of life, we find our way,

In your embrace, we kneel and pray.

Hymn 5: Goddess of Infinite Love

Verse 1:

Goddess of infinite love, so divine,

In your presence, our spirits intertwine,

From ancient times, you've shown the way,

With love and compassion, guiding our days.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we raise our voice,

Goddess of love, our hearts rejoice,

In your embrace, we find solace and peace,

May your love within us, never cease.



Verse 2:

Your love knows no boundaries, no bounds,

In every creature, your essence resounds,

From the smallest insect to the mighty trees,

Your love's embrace, the world sees.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we raise our voice,

Goddess of love, our hearts rejoice,

In your embrace, we find solace and peace,

May your love within us, never cease.

Verse 3:

In times of darkness, you're our guiding light,

Through trials and tribulations, you hold us tight,

With open arms, you heal our pain,

In your love, we find strength again.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, we raise our voice,

Goddess of love, our hearts rejoice,

In your embrace, we find solace and peace,

May your love within us, never cease.



Hymn 6: Eternal Mother, Divine Protector

Verse 1:

Eternal Mother, divine protector of all,

We humbly gather, at your feet we fall,

Through the ages, your presence stands,

Guarding our lives with loving hands.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your name we chant,

Goddess of protection, our souls enchant,

With shield and sword, you guard our way,

Keeping us safe, both night and day.

Verse 2:

In times of strife and battles fought,

Your strength within us, never sought,

With unwavering courage, we stand tall,

Knowing your protection will never fall.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your name we chant,

Goddess of protection, our souls enchant,

With shield and sword, you guard our way,



Keeping us safe, both night and day.

Verse 3:

In the face of darkness, you're our light,

Guiding us through the perils of the night,

With every step, you're by our side,

In your embrace, we find our guide.

Chorus:

Divine Mother, your name we chant,

Goddess of protection, our souls enchant,

With shield and sword, you guard our way,

Keeping us safe, both night and day.

Hymn 7: Divine Mother, Source of All

Verse 1:

O Universal Mother, sublime and pure,

In your loving embrace, we find our cure.

With boundless compassion, you guide our way,

Goddess of all, we sing to you today.

Chorus:

Hail, Universal Mother, source of all,

We bow before you, on bended knee we fall.



Giver of life, embodiment of love,

We praise your glory, in you we find enough.

Verse 2:

From ancient times to this present day,

Goddesses revered, in countless ways.

In every culture, your light has shone,

Infinite expressions, yet you are one.

Chorus:

Hail, Universal Mother, source of all,

We bow before you, on bended knee we fall.

Giver of life, embodiment of love,

We praise your glory, in you we find enough.

Hymn 8: Mighty Gaia, Earthly Goddess

Verse 1:

Mighty Gaia, Earthly Goddess true,

In your embrace, we find life anew.

From soil to sky, your creation sings,

The harmony of nature, your love it brings.

Chorus:

Hail, Gaia, Goddess of the Earth,



Your blessings abundant, your love's rebirth.

In every flower, in every tree,

We see your beauty, your divinity.

Verse 2:

Your oceans vast, your mountains high,

In awe we stand beneath your sky.

With gratitude, we cherish your gifts,

For in your embrace, our spirits lift.

Chorus:

Hail, Gaia, Goddess of the Earth,

Your blessings abundant, your love's rebirth.

In every flower, in every tree,

We see your beauty, your divinity.

Hymn 9: Isis, Mother of Magic

Verse 1:

Isis, Mother of Magic, divine and fair,

Your love and wisdom, beyond compare.

In times of darkness, you bring the light,

Your healing touch, our souls ignite.

Chorus:



Hail, Isis, Mother of Magic and Love,

Guiding us, like a radiant dove.

With wings spread wide, you help us soar,

Your eternal presence, we forever adore.

Verse 2:

Goddess of life, and guardian of the Nile,

Through your grace, we find reason to smile.

Your sacred mysteries, unfold our hearts,

In your embrace, fear departs.

Chorus:

Hail, Isis, Mother of Magic and Love,

Guiding us, like a radiant dove.

With wings spread wide, you help us soar,

Your eternal presence, we forever adore.

Hymn 10: Durga, Warrior Divine

Verse 1:

Durga, Warrior Divine, fierce and bold,

Your power and strength, untold.

With sword in hand, you protect the weak,

Through trials and battles, your love we seek.



Chorus:

Hail, Durga, Warrior Divine and Strong,

We sing your praises, in joyful song.

With courage and valor, you lead the way,

Grant us strength, as we kneel and pray.

Verse 2:

Goddess of righteousness, vanquisher of evil,

Your divine grace, we forever revel.

In times of struggle, we call your name,

With you by our side, we'll conquer the game.

Chorus:

Hail, Durga, Warrior Divine and Strong,

We sing your praises, in joyful song.

With courage and valor, you lead the way,

Grant us strength, as we kneel and pray.

Hymn 11: Kali, Goddess of Transformation

Verse 1:

Kali, Goddess of transformation and change,

In your dance, the universe rearrange.

With fierce compassion, you tear down the old,

In destruction's wake, new stories unfold.



Chorus:

Hail, Kali, Goddess of Time and Space,

Your power transcends, all bounds erase.

Through birth and death, you guide us true,

In your cosmic embrace, we are born anew.

Verse 2:

From darkness you rise, with tongue and sword,

In your presence, illusions are ignored.

Fearless and free, your love never wanes,

Kali, Mother Divine, our hearts you maintain.

Chorus:

Hail, Kali, Goddess of Time and Space,

Your power transcends, all bounds erase.

Through birth and death, you guide us true,

In your cosmic embrace, we are born anew.

Hymn 12: Athena, Goddess of Wisdom

Verse 1:

Athena, Goddess of wisdom and might,

In your radiant presence, darkness takes flight.

With eyes keen and mind sharp, you lead the way,



Unveiling truths, in the light of day.

Chorus:

Hail, Athena, Goddess of wisdom and grace,

Your guiding light, our spirits embrace.

In art and science, your inspiration flows,

We honor your wisdom, and watch it grow.

Verse 2:

Protector of heroes, strategist divine,

Your counsel sought, in every line.

With courage and knowledge, you help us strive,

Athena, Mother of Wisdom, keep us alive.

Chorus:

Hail, Athena, Goddess of wisdom and grace,

Your guiding light, our spirits embrace.

In art and science, your inspiration flows,

We honor your wisdom, and watch it grow.

Hymn 13: Saraswati, Divine Muse

Verse 1:

Saraswati, Divine Muse, with veena in hand,

Your melodies echo across the land.



In the realm of arts, you inspire our soul,

Through music and poetry, our spirits you console.

Chorus:

Hail, Saraswati, Goddess of art and song,

Your inspiration, in our hearts prolong.

With eloquent words and strokes of a brush,

We celebrate your beauty, with every hush.

Verse 2:

Goddess of knowledge, and the written word,

Your wisdom and grace, we have heard.

With ink and parchment, we honor your might,

Saraswati, Mother of Creativity, shining bright.

Chorus:

Hail, Saraswati, Goddess of art and song,

Your inspiration, in our hearts prolong.

With eloquent words and strokes of a brush,

We celebrate your beauty, with every hush.

Hymn 14: Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth

Verse 1:

Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth, so divine,



Your radiance and power, eternally shine.

From the depths of the underworld to the skies,

In your presence, our spirits arise.

Chorus:

Hail, Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth,

Your cosmic dance, grants us rebirth.

Through love and war, you teach us strength,

In your embrace, we find our true length.

Verse 2:

Goddess of passion and sacred desire,

Your flame ignites, with unquenchable fire.

In your temple, we offer our praise,

Inanna, Mother of All, guide our ways.

Chorus:

Hail, Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth,

Your cosmic dance, grants us rebirth.

Through love and war, you teach us strength,

In your embrace, we find our true length.

Hymn 15: Lakshmi, Goddess of Abundance

Verse 1:



Lakshmi, Goddess of abundance and wealth,

Your blessings overflow, with boundless stealth.

In every corner, your grace does reside,

Through generosity, we find joy and pride.

Chorus:

Hail, Lakshmi, Goddess of prosperity,

In your presence, we find tranquility.

With open hearts, we receive your embrace,

Your blessings shower, with gentle grace.

Verse 2:

Goddess of fortune, and material gain,

Your abundance sustains, like a soothing rain.

In your divine presence, our worries dissolve,

Lakshmi, Mother of Wealth, our problems resolve.

Chorus:

Hail, Lakshmi, Goddess of prosperity,

In your presence, we find tranquility.

With open hearts, we receive your embrace,

Your blessings shower, with gentle grace.



Hymn 16: Freya, Lady of Love and Beauty

Verse 1:

Freya, Lady of Love and Beauty, so fair,

Your enchanting presence, beyond compare.

With amber necklace and falcon cloak,

You ignite passions, with every stroke.

Chorus:

Hail, Freya, Lady of Love and Desire,

Your beauty, our hearts forever admire.

In love's embrace, we find bliss,

Your blessings, we cannot dismiss.

Verse 2:

Goddess of fertility, and the golden fields,

Your love's abundance, to us it yields.

With golden tears, you heal our pain,

Freya, Mother of Love, our hearts you sustain.

Chorus:

Hail, Freya, Lady of Love and Desire,

Your beauty, our hearts forever admire.

In love's embrace, we find bliss,

Your blessings, we cannot dismiss.



Hymn 17: Hathor, Mother of the Sun

Verse 1:

Hathor, Mother of the Sun, radiant and bright,

Your golden rays, bring forth delight.

In the heavens above, your beauty does soar,

Through music and dance, our spirits adore.

Chorus:

Hail, Hathor, Mother of the Sun and Light,

Your warmth and love, fill us day and night.

In your embrace, we find divine grace,

Your eternal presence, we forever embrace.

Verse 2:

Goddess of joy, and the cosmic sky,

Your laughter echoes, as time goes by.

With nurturing love, you heal our soul,

Hathor, Mother Divine, make us whole.

Chorus:

Hail, Hathor, Mother of the Sun and Light,

Your warmth and love, fill us day and night.

In your embrace, we find divine grace,



Your eternal presence, we forever embrace.

Hymn 18: Yemaya, Queen of the Seas

Verse 1:

Yemaya, Queen of the Seas, powerful and vast,

Your gentle waves, caress us in the contrast.

From the depths you rise, with nurturing care,

In your embrace, we find solace and repair.

Chorus:

Hail, Yemaya, Queen of the Ocean's Tide,

In your waters, our troubles subside.

With motherly love, you cradle our fears,

Yemaya, Mother Divine, wipe away our tears.

Verse 2:

Goddess of fertility, and the ebb and flow,

Your blessings upon us, like the currents bestow.

In your presence, we find strength to cope,

Yemaya, Mother of the Seas, our eternal hope.

Chorus:

Hail, Yemaya, Queen of the Ocean's Tide,

In your waters, our troubles subside.



With motherly love, you cradle our fears,

Yemaya, Mother Divine, wipe away our tears.

Hymn 19: Kwan Yin, Goddess of Compassion

Verse 1:

Kwan Yin, Goddess of Compassion, so serene,

In your loving gaze, our troubles are seen.

With infinite mercy, you heal our pain,

In your embrace, harmony we attain.

Chorus:

Hail, Kwan Yin, Goddess of Compassion and Grace,

Your tender heart, our souls embrace.

In times of suffering, you offer relief,

Kwan Yin, Mother of Mercy, our solace and belief.

Verse 2:

Goddess of mercy, and the Lotus Throne,

Your love and kindness, forever known.

With arms open wide, you embrace us all,

Kwan Yin, Mother Divine, we hear your call.

Chorus:

Hail, Kwan Yin, Goddess of Compassion and Grace,



Your tender heart, our souls embrace.

In times of suffering, you offer relief,

Kwan Yin, Mother of Mercy, our solace and belief.

Hymn 20: Brigid, Keeper of the Sacred Flame

Verse 1:

Brigid, Keeper of the Sacred Flame, bright and true,

Your fire burns eternal, in all that we do.

In the forge of creation, you shape our dreams,

Through inspiration, our spirit redeems.

Chorus:

Hail, Brigid, Keeper of the Sacred Fire,

Your warmth and passion, we deeply admire.

In poetry and craft, your touch does gleam,

Brigid, Mother of Inspiration, our hearts you redeem.

Verse 2:

Goddess of healing, and the hearth's embrace,

Your love and protection, our souls interlace.

With wisdom and grace, you guide our way,

Brigid, Mother Divine, forever we pray.

Chorus:



Hail, Brigid, Keeper of the Sacred Fire,

Your warmth and passion, we deeply admire.

In poetry and craft, your touch does gleam,

Brigid, Mother of Inspiration, our hearts you redeem.

Hymn 21: Oshun, Goddess of Love and Sensuality

Verse 1:

Oshun, Goddess of Love and Sensuality, so sweet,

Your beauty and grace, our hearts it does beat.

With golden laughter, and honeyed embrace,

You awaken desires, and passions we chase.

Chorus:

Hail, Oshun, Goddess of Love and Desire,

Your sensuality, sets our souls on fire.

In art and dance, your essence we find,

Oshun, Mother Divine, our hearts you bind.

Verse 2:

Goddess of rivers, and the sweetest streams,

Your love's currents flow, through our wildest dreams.

With sensuous delight, you heal our pain,

Oshun, Mother of Love, our hearts you sustain.



Chorus:

Hail, Oshun, Goddess of Love and Desire,

Your sensuality, sets our souls on fire.

In art and dance, your essence we find,

Oshun, Mother Divine, our hearts you bind.

Hymn 22: Demeter, Goddess of Harvest and Nurturing

Verse 1:

Demeter, Goddess of Harvest and Nurturing, so wise,

In your bountiful fields, our hunger defies.

With every grain and fruit, your blessings unfold,

Through the cycle of life, your love we behold.

Chorus:

Hail, Demeter, Goddess of the Earth's Bounty,

Your nurturing care, sustains us aplenty.

In seasons of plenty, and in times of dearth,

Demeter, Mother of the Harvest, we find our worth.

Verse 2:

Goddess of fertility, and the fertile ground,

Your love's abundance, forever renowned.

With motherly tenderness, you shelter our souls,

Demeter, Mother Divine, our hearts you console.



Chorus:

Hail, Demeter, Goddess of the Earth's Bounty,

Your nurturing care, sustains us aplenty.

In seasons of plenty, and in times of dearth,

Demeter, Mother of the Harvest, we find our worth.

Hymn 23: La Sirene, Patroness of Navasse

(Verse 1)

Beneath the azure vault of the skies,

Rests the grandeur of the ocean's tides,

A Mother's love within the depths lies,

La Sirène, our guide and pride.

Chorus:

O Divine Mother, Queen of the Seas,

In your wisdom, the universe keys.

La Sirène, through your grace, we breathe,

Mother of All, in you, we believe.

(Verse 2)

Mysteries profound, and knowledge deep,

Within your watery realms, you keep,

Your voice in the wave's rhythmic sweep,



Under your care, the sea creatures leap.

Chorus:

O Divine Mother, Patroness strong,

In the celestial choir, your song,

La Sirène, to you, we belong,

Mother of All, in you, we throng.

(Bridge)

From Navasse's heart to the ocean's end,

Your blessings, like tidal waves, extend,

Through stormy tempests, your hand you lend,

A beacon of hope, you faithfully send.

(Chorus)

O Divine Mother, bright and clear,

In the glistening waters, we feel you near,

La Sirène, banisher of fear,

Mother of All, we hold you dear.

(Outro)

In the silence of the sea's embrace,

We perceive your unending grace,



La Sirène, in every place,

We see the love of the Mother's face.

Final Chorus:

O Divine Mother, we sing your hymn,

By the ocean's edge or the sea's brim,

La Sirène, in the twilight's dim,

Mother of All, to you, we swim.

(Ending)

In Divine Mother, we find,

The boundless love of the Mother, kind,

La Sirène, in heart and mind,

The Divine Mother of the Universe, we are assigned.

Hymn 24: Artemis, Goddess of the Wild

Verse 1:

Artemis, Goddess of the Wild, fierce and free,

In your untamed realms, we long to be.

With bow in hand, and crescent moon above,

You protect nature's creatures, with unwavering love.

Chorus:

Hail, Artemis, Goddess of the Hunt and Moon,



In the forest's depths, we find our boon.

With spirit unbound, and instincts pure,

Artemis, Mother Divine, our hearts endure.

Verse 2:

Goddess of the wilderness, and the starlit night,

Your presence fills us with primal delight.

With every step, we honor your grace,

Artemis, Mother of the Wild, our sacred space.

Chorus:

Hail, Artemis, Goddess of the Hunt and Moon,

In the forest's depths, we find our boon.

With spirit unbound, and instincts pure,

Artemis, Mother Divine, our hearts endure.

Hymn 25: Sekhmet, Lioness of Power

Verse 1:

Sekhmet, Lioness of Power, fierce and strong,

Your presence echoes, in victory's song.

With fiery passion, you blaze the trail,

In your mighty roar, our fears do quail.

Chorus:



Hail, Sekhmet, Lioness of Power and Might,

Your strength empowers, in every fight.

Through trials and challenges, you guide us through,

Sekhmet, Mother of Courage, we stand with you.

Verse 2:

Goddess of war, and the burning sun,

Your ferocity, cannot be undone.

With healing touch, you mend our soul,

Sekhmet, Mother Divine, make us whole.

Chorus:

Hail, Sekhmet, Lioness of Power and Might,

Your strength empowers, in every fight.

Through trials and challenges, you guide us through,

Sekhmet, Mother of Courage, we stand with you.

Hymn 26: Hera, Queen of the Gods

Verse 1:

Hera, Queen of the Gods, regal and wise,

In your majestic presence, we mesmerize.

With crown and scepter, you rule with might,

In your divine realm, we find delight.



Chorus:

Hail, Hera, Queen of the Heavens above,

Your sovereignty, our hearts truly love.

In marriage and family, your wisdom reigns,

Hera, Mother Divine, our devotion sustains.

Verse 2:

Goddess of marriage, and the sacred bond,

Your love's commitment, forever fond.

With grace and power, you guide our way,

Hera, Mother of the Gods, our loyalty lay.

Chorus:

Hail, Hera, Queen of the Heavens above,

Your sovereignty, our hearts truly love.

In marriage and family, your wisdom reigns,

Hera, Mother Divine, our devotion sustains.

Hymn 27: Hecate, Goddess of Crossroads

Verse 1:

Hecate, Goddess of Crossroads, mysterious and dark,

In your shadows, secrets embark.

With torches ablaze, you light the way,

In liminal spaces, our spirits sway.



Chorus:

Hail, Hecate, Goddess of Crossroads and Night,

Your guidance leads us, with wisdom's light.

In times of transition, you hold the key,

Hecate, Mother of Transformation, set us free.

Verse 2:

Goddess of magic, and the hidden veil,

Your presence whispers, in every tale.

With triple form, you traverse the realms,

Hecate, Mother Divine, our fears you overwhelms.

Chorus:

Hail, Hecate, Goddess of Crossroads and Night,

Your guidance leads us, with wisdom's light.

In times of transition, you hold the key,

Hecate, Mother of Transformation, set us free.

Hymn 28: Morrigan, Goddess of Battle and Sovereignty

Verse 1:

Morrigan, Goddess of Battle and Sovereignty, fierce and bold,

Your presence in the battlefield, a sight to behold.

With raven wings, and spear in hand,



You protect our land, with divine command.

Chorus:

Hail, Morrigan, Goddess of War and Kings,

In your presence, strength forever sings.

Through trials and struggles, you stand by our side,

Morrigan, Mother Divine, our valor you guide.

Verse 2:

Goddess of sovereignty, and the crowning rights,

Your blessings bestow, upon the rightful knights.

With warrior's spirit, you lead the way,

Morrigan, Mother of Battles, our homage we pay.

Chorus:

Hail, Morrigan, Goddess of War and Kings,

In your presence, strength forever sings.

Through trials and struggles, you stand by our side,

Morrigan, Mother Divine, our valor you guide.

Hymn 29: Persephone, Queen of the Underworld

Verse 1:

Persephone, Queen of the Underworld, dark and fair,

In your realm of shadows, we find despair.



But in your return, with the spring's rebirth,

We find hope and joy, as we tread the earth.

Chorus:

Hail, Persephone, Queen of Life and Death,

Your journey reminds us, to savor each breath.

In the depths of darkness, your light does gleam,

Persephone, Mother Divine, our souls redeem.

Verse 2:

Goddess of transformation, and the cycle of life,

Your presence brings balance, amidst the strife.

With compassion and grace, you guide our way,

Persephone, Mother of Renewal, we forever pray.

Chorus:

Hail, Persephone, Queen of Life and Death,

Your journey reminds us, to savor each breath.

In the depths of darkness, your light does gleam,

Persephone, Mother Divine, our souls redeem.

Hymn 30: Astarte, Goddess of Love and Fertility

Verse 1:

Astarte, Goddess of Love and Fertility, divine and true,



In your embrace, our desires renew.

With sacred sexuality, you awaken our fire,

In your loving presence, we reach higher.

Chorus:

Hail, Astarte, Goddess of Love and Desire,

Your passion's flame, sets our souls on fire.

In sacred union, we find our bliss,

Astarte, Mother Divine, your love we cannot dismiss.

Verse 2:

Goddess of fertility, and the sacred grove,

Your blessings upon us, like the blossoms above.

With sensuous grace, you heal our pain,

Astarte, Mother of Love, our hearts you sustain.

Chorus:

Hail, Astarte, Goddess of Love and Desire,

Your passion's flame, sets our souls on fire.

In sacred union, we find our bliss,

Astarte, Mother Divine, your love we cannot dismiss.

Hymn 31: Universal Mother, Divine Essence

Verse 1:



Universal Mother, Divine Essence so pure,

In your cosmic embrace, we feel secure.

Across the ages, in various forms you've appeared,

Through goddesses revered, your presence adhered.

Chorus:

Hail, Universal Mother, essence of all,

In your love's embrace, we stand tall.

Through the goddesses' diversity, your unity we see,

Universal Mother, our souls forever free.

Verse 2:

From ancient times to this present day,

Your divine essence guides our way.

In every culture, your light has shone,

The essence of motherhood, in you made known.

Chorus:

Hail, Universal Mother, essence of all,

In your love's embrace, we stand tall.

Through the goddesses' diversity, your unity we see,

Universal Mother, our souls forever free.



Hail Universal Mother
Universal Mother, embodiment of love and compassion,

We come before you with hearts full of gratitude and devotion.

You, the nurturing force that permeates the cosmos,

The essence of creation, the source from which all life flows.

In your countless forms throughout history,

As Isis, Kali, Athena, or Lakshmi,

You have guided and protected us with tender care,

Your divine presence, a solace beyond compare.

We offer our thanks for the blessings bestowed,

For the abundance in our lives that continues to unfold.

For the strength you lend in times of struggle and strife,

For the wisdom you grant to navigate this journey called life.

We thank you for the love that surrounds us each day,

For the connections we share in this grand cosmic play.

For the beauty of nature, the seasons, and the skies,

For the marvels of creation that open our eyes.

Universal Mother, we honor your nurturing embrace,



For you sustain us with your unconditional grace.

May we embody your love and kindness in all we do,

And spread the light of your compassion, ever true.

Guide us on the path of righteousness and truth,

May we serve humanity with unwavering virtue.

Grant us the strength to heal, to uplift, and to unite,

To be a vessel of love and harmony, shining bright.

We bow before you, O Universal Mother, with reverence and awe,

In awe of your infinite wisdom, your eternal cosmic law.

May we always seek your divine presence within,

And embody the essence of love, as the journey begins.

For you are the Universal Mother, the eternal divine,

The embodiment of grace and the ultimate shrine.

With hearts overflowing, we offer our prayers,

Thanking you, Universal Mother, for always being there.

In your divine embrace, we find solace and peace,

May your love within us continue to increase.

Thank you, O Universal Mother, for all that you give,

In you, we find eternal bliss and truly live.




